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From any angle
The digits on this dial can be read
from any angle. Yet another proof
that the designers have thought of
everything (after all, they themselves
have to use the telephone every
day!). It is apparently unimportant
things like that which make this
telephone set an instrument

people hardly seem to notice,
simply because it's exactly right
in every way.
The selection mechanism behind
the dial forms a dust-proof whole.
A single screw is all that's needed
to fasten this unit to the set.
Replacement is therefore just a

matter of several turns of a
screwdriver. Maintenance personnel
will appreciate that.
These are only some of the 12
features you will easily find in the
new Philips telephone set.

PHILIPS

How can one fixed-tuned
antenna system
handle four HF transmitters?

Granger Associates
has the answer
now
G/A's new 2 to 30 Mc MONOCONE™ antenna,
equipped with fixed-tuned G/A multicouplers,
can handle four transmitters simultaneously.

Each transmitter can change frequency within a generous
segment of the 2 to 30 Mc range just as though it were

1 odel 520F

transmitting multicoupler
coupled to a separate broadband antenna. In a typical
system one transmitter operates from 2 to 4.6 Mc, a second from 5.7 to 11 Mc,

a third from 13.5 to 18 Mc, and a fourth from 22 to 30 Mc.
This multicoupled system offers extraordinary savings in land and money
without any sacrifice in performance. You will find it particularly advantageous
for ground-to-air and shore-to-ship service, where simultaneous transmission
at two to four widely separated frequencies is required.
Send for complete technical data on Series 794 MONOCONES and 520F multicouplers.
Granger
Associates
60

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

1601 California Ave., Palo Alto, California / Telephone: 321-417 5/ TWX: 910-373-1291
Granger Associates Ltd., Fox Oak (Flat), Seven Hills Road, Walton-on-Thames, Surrey,
England / Weybridge 44842

SPLIT-SECOND
AUTOMATIC TUNING
TO ANY ONE OF MILLIONS
OF FREQUENCIES
THAT'S WHAT THE SYNTHESIZER
CONTROL ON THE PLESSEY PVR 800
HF RECEIVING SYSTEM CAN DO
Exceptional ease of operation and versatility, combined with
maximum reliability, has been achieved in the PVR 800
series, which tunes to any one of 2.5 million frequencies
or any one of 6 preselected synthesized frequencies
in .25 of a second. The unique engineering concept—using
wide band techniques, a frequency synthesizer and
semi-conductor components —gives the following advantages:

RELIABILITY
Fully transistorised — low power consumption.
Constant performance over complete band —no variable
capacitors or varactor diodes used.
Solid state reliability— tuning by vacuum reed relays.
Increased accuracy and frequency stability.
Incremental synthesizer tuning in 10 CPS steps.
Electronic telegraph relays reduce distortion and
eliminate adjustment.

VERSATILITY
Range of receivers cover CW, FSK, FAX, SSB, ISB speech and
telegraphy, single-path, twin-path or dual diversity reception.
Provides 2.5 million channels between 3 and 27.5 Mc/s.

SIMPLICITY
Local, extended or remote control for one-man operation
of complete station. Modular construction
and plug-in printed circuit cards facilitate simple servicing.

RESET

PVR800

The PVR 800 conforms to CC/R recommendations and is
in production for the British Post Office.

We will be happy to send you the Plessey PVR 800 booklet
giving full details; please write to the address below:

The Plessey Company Limited
Electronics Group
llford, Essex, England
Telephone: llford 3040

Telex: 23166

PLESSEY
Electronics

PE(E) 2
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Transistorized 600
microwave telephone circuits
Among the most recent achievements of FACE
Standard is the transistorized 7 Gc/s microwave
transmission system, with CCIR quality, for 600 or
300 telephone circuits.
Outstanding reliability, durability and ease of
operation and maintenance are achieved by the
high degree of transistorization using only two
klystrons in the transceiver.
This solid state system with plug-in printed boards
has high compactness not requiring cooling devices
and offers mains or battery operation as convenient.
The related new multiplex channelling equipment,
fully transistorized also, complies with CCITT
recommendations. Utmost space saving is attained
by combining 120 channel modem panels including
signalling receivers, power units and measuring
equipment, all in one rack (2,6 x 0,6 x 0,25m.) easily
accessible from the front for inspection and maintenance.
Further details are available from Fabbrica
Apparecchiature per Communicazioni Elettriche —
Standard (FACE Standard), 39 Via Luigi Bodio,
Milan, Italy.

Data by phone
DATA BY PHONE . . . with up to 200 symbols per
second. The introduction of electronic data processing, into an fever increasing numberof concerns,
has amplified the need for more rapid and efficient
data transmission. The risk of distortion on normal
telephone networks is in many cases not on a level
with the demands made by data processing techniques. ITT's system GH 201 is an error-detecting
and error-correcting data communications system
which makes the telephone network suitable for
data transmission. Data can be transmitted, symbol
by symbol, at speeds of up to 200 symbols per
second. Faults are detected by means of a combined parity check and carrier control, and correction obtained by retransmission. Only correct data
is recorded at the receiving end, thus simplifying
the subsequent processing. On long test runs,
under the most severe conditions, GH 201 has
shown itself to be a most reliable instrument, fully
able to meet the exacting demands of data processing techniques. The GH 201 is wholly transistorized and can easily be adapted to various kinds
of external equipment.
ITT's GH 201 is developed and manufactured by
Standard Radio & Telefon AB, Veddestavagen 9-11,
Barkarby, Sweden.

Standard Radio & Telofon AB

More than 60 countries
know what Pentaconta* means
Pentaconta* is the most up-to-date Crossbar
Automatic Switching System. Already over ONE
MILLION Pentaconta* lines have been installed in
65 countries of the world, from New Zealand to
Ireland, from Korea to the southernmost tip of the
inhabited world "La Tierra del Fuego".
Originated in one of ITT's French companies,
Pentaconta*\s today manufactured and assembled in
ten countries by ITT Companies: Compagnie
Generale de Constructions Telephoniques and
Le Materiel Telephonique, France—Bell Telephone
Manufacturing
Company,
Belgium—Fabbrica
Apparecchiature per Comunicazioni Elettriche
Standard, S.p.A., Italy—Standard Electrica, S.A.,
Spain—Standard Radio & Telefon A/B., SwedenStandard Telephone et Radio S.A.,. Switzerland—
Compahia Standard Electric Argentina, ArgentinaStandard Electrica, S.A., Brazil—Compahia Standard Electric, S.A.C., Chile—International Telephone and Telegraph Caribbean Manufacturing,
Inc., Puerto Rico, and tomorrow in India, Rumania
and Mexico.
Request full information on the Pentaconta* system
from above companies or:
Compagnie Generale de Construction Telephoniques, 251, rue de Vaugirard, Paris 15e, France.
*/TT Trademark

HKS Crossbar System
The HKS Crossbar System of SEL is a telephone
switching system for local and toll traffic. It meets
numerous application requirements due to its high
network and numbering flexibility and offers particular advantages for automation of telephone networks. Reliable components, adaptable trunking,
and automatic supervision and testing facilities
further ensure a high degree of economy of the
equipment.
Particular system features are:
Simple design—components operating in relay
fashion, and clearly arranged circuits facilitate
maintenance;
High operational performance—precious metal contacts, and reliable control ensure high transmission quality and low trouble incidence;
Flexible routing possibilities—registers and markers of different design allow flexible trunking;
Free choice of numbering scheme—facilities for
evaluation and assignment enable all types of
numbering schemes to be used;
Simple installation—prefabricated bay and uniform
construction allow quick installation and easy expansion of networks;
Extraordinary low maintenance requirements during
operation.
Standard Elektrik Lorenz A.G.,
42, Hellmuth-Hirth-Strasse, Stuttgart
Federal Republic of Germany.

GCT
SEL

High stability

Universal telex

As the pyramids are a symbol of stability in a
changing world, so the RX.11-A receiver sets a
high standard of stability among modern HF
receivers.
The RX.11-A is a high-grade receiver for HF pointto-point communication.
Units can be incorporated to provide the following
services: A1, A2, A3, A3A, A3B, A4A, A7A, & B,
A9B, F1, F4 and (to special order) F6. A frequency
stability better than 1 in 107 per week is achieved by
the use of a high stability synthesizer; alternatively,
a 10 spot frequency crystal oscillator can be supplied where a lower order of stability is acceptable.
Local or remote control configurations can be
supplied to suit the requirements of the individual
user.
□ Frequency range 2*4-30Mc/s.
□ Single path or dual diversity for ISB/FSK operation.
□ Fully transistorized.
□ Local or remote control.
□ Suitable for operation in tropical conditions.
□ Meets C.C.I.R. recommendations.
□ Tunes to within 1c/s by motorized a.f.c.
□ Standard 19 in. cabinet.
For further details, write to Standard Telephones
and Cables Limited, Radio Division, Oakleigh Road,
New Southgate, London, N.11, England.

The person-to-person contact of telephony . . . the
recording facilities of telegraphy—you get the best
of both worlds with universal telex. And if you're
looking for the best in telex equipment, look no
further than Bell.
BELL universal teleprinter switching systems (register controlled—rotary and crossbar) make use of the
most up-to-date electronic techniques and cover a
complete range of operational and technical requirements. Bell Universal Telex gives you reliability,
flexibility and economy; smooth conversion from
semi-automatic to fully automatic service; arbitrary
connection of local or long distance subscribers;
single current loop or double current operation;
routing of traffic through landline, cables or radio
links provided with automatic error correcting
devices; interworking with all existing switching
systems; various transmission speeds; the use of
multimetering or recorded call charging on perforated tape. And with Bell Universal Telex*there's
no call cancellation during traffic peaks. Bell gives
you all these advantages and complies fully with
CCITT recommendations.
Bell's 84 years' experience in telecommunications
is yours with Bell Universal Telex.
Bell Telephone Manufacturing Company,
Telex Switching Division,
Francis WellespJein 1, Antwerp, Belgium.

STC

Bell Telephone Mtg Co

Installation services for
transmission systems

The message is your business
...speeding it through is ours

The STC Transmission Systems Group Installation
Division offers a world-wide service for the installation, maintenance and overhaul of all types of
telecommunications transmission systems manufactured by STC and other companies. It covers
tropospheric scatter, microwave and VHF radio,
coaxial cable, repeatered submarine cable, and
open-wire carrier systems, including all associated
telegraph and multiplex terminal equipments. Allied
specialized services can also be provided.
This service is invaluable to administrations requiring extra facilities to cope with the rapid and
vigorous expansion of their telecommunications
networks. The administration's own personnel can
be instructed and trained in the work of installing
and maintaining equipment and the provision of
technical advisers for extended periods can be
arranged.
For further details of this service, write to
Standard Telephones and Cables Limited,
Transmission Systems Group,
Basildon, Essex, England.

STC know telegraphy inside out and outside in,
provide a complete range of equ-ipment—and
equally complete skill and experience—for direct and
indirect systems, large, medium and small.
Telex switching, international and local, is an STC
speciality no less than the provision of private networks for the police, railways and similar bodies.
And, throughout the world, STC message switching
systems—from the simplest manual transfer right
through semi- and fully-automatic systems—speed
the vital messages of corporations, civil airlines and
commercial networks of every kind.
The moment you have any telegraphic problem it's
just good business to contact Standard Telephones
and Cables Limited, Telephone Switching Division,
Oakleigh Road, New Southgate, London, N.11,
England.

STC

STC

Are communications your
business? Testing is ours!
The successful development and operation of
modern communications systems demand testing
apparatus of the highest quality and reliability. In
this field, STC's immense experience and know-how
are backed, by the research and manufacturing
resources of a vast organization.
Administrations throughout the world depend upon
our precision instruments to ensure that systems of
every kind function with maximum efficiency—and
will continue to do so. Typical applications are the
testing of cables and cable circuits, terminal and
repeater equipment, and the overall performance of
a complete system.
Whatever your particular requirements, we are
ready to help you.
Standard Telephones and Cables Limited,
Testing Apparatus Division,
Corporation Road, Newport, Mon., England.

A line on your line...
DISPAL is a special telephone system which
enables 78 different subsets and a central station
to be connected on the same line. Easy to handle
and simple to install, DISPAL is designed to exclude
false calls and suppress atmospheric and other
interference. In some cases, the savings made by
using DISPAL are so considerable that even a
temporary installation of the system is justified.
DISPAL is a telephone system which is invaluable
in such locations as pipelines, railroad tracks,
harbours, airfields and shipyards where 100%
robust equipment is a necessity.
For more information, write to:
Bell Telephone Manufacturing Company, Industrial
Products Division, 33 Berkenrodeleif HobokenAntwerp, Belgium.

STC

Bell Telephone Mfg Co

7T in Europe since 1879, employing more than 133,000 Europeans, 30 companies, 110 plants, manufacturing in
/irtually every country in Western Europe. Enquiries for products should be addressed to Companies advertising.
r
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ONE LINE SCRAMBLED INTO HUNDREDS
(and back again)

Fundamentally, that's the operation
of Hitachi Multi-carrier Telephone Terminal Equipment Of course, there's
nothing revolutionary about this kind of
communication concept. There hasn't
been for many years. What is important
about Hitachi carriers is their construction, their features and their facilities.
This equipment provides for systems
of multi-carrier circuits on open wire,
coaxial cable and wireless. All systems
are fully transistorized and small mechanical filters, with sharp characteristics, lead to lower requirements for
maintenance and floor space. Components are assembled on printed circuits
to enable plug in assemblies. All circuits
are accessible from the front, permitting
back-to-back installation. Test jacks
provide- easy access for line-up, maintenance and trouble shooting. These
are a few of the facts about construction
and features.

As for facilities, one that is definitely
worth a mention here is the reliability
of Hitachi terminal equipment to operate
in all climates. Even in severe heat
and humidity this equipment maintains
the highest degree of tolerance. A
justification of this claim has been made
by the recent order for twelve B-12
terminals (this is a 12 channel carrier
type) placed by the Iranian Ministry of
Post,Telegraphs and Telephones. This
is one of countless orders for multiplex
systems, open wire, coaxial cable and
wireless communication equipment received from countries in the Middle
East, Far East Asia, Africa and South
America. (And all equipment meets with
CCITT standards.)
For detailed information on Hitachi
carrier terminal equipment please write
to the address below.

HITACHI
Tokyo Japan

THE PHILIPPINE TELEPHONE EXPANSION PROGRAM:
GT&EI PLAYS IMPORTANT ROLE
Now, expanding communications will match promising new economic progress in the Philippine Republic.
General Telephone 8c Electronics International is proud to be a major contributor to the vital
telecommunications program which will enlarge facilities and improve service.
How is the work being done?
A 128-mile microwave and tropospheric scatter link connects Manila with the Transpacific Cable System.
The recently furnished equipment came from Lenkurt Electric Company in Canada and the
U.S. A.—two GT8cE members which design and manufacture high-quality transmission equipment.
This Lenkurt system includes latest solid-state microwave radio and multiplex equipment
with an ultimate capacity of 600 channels. The equipment conforms with all applicable CCITT
and CCIR recommendations. There will be two additional Lenkurt microwave systems in
operation soon.
Automatic Electric (Canada) Limited—another GT8cE Company—is providing equipment in 12
automatic central office exchanges on the five largest islands—adding 32,800 lines and 46,500
terminals to the Philippine telephone network. Automatic Electric (Canada) Limited is also supplying Private Branch Exchanges, Private Automatic Branch Exchanges and telephone instruments.
These will meet increased service requirements from business and residential subscribers.
Can we help you with your expansion program? Contact your GT8cE representative or write to
Telecommunications Division, General Telephone 8c Electronics International Inc.,
730 Third Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10017, U.S.A. Cable—GENTELINT New York.
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MAJOR SYSTEMS
COMPLETED OR IN
PROCESS

GT*E

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS INTERNATIONAL

TELEPHONE

the makers with...

CABLES

experience

1837-1965

paper-polythene-moisture barrier-water block-coaxial
techniques

capacity

audio-1,500,000 pair miles a year
coaxial-5000 tube miles a year

current export orders exceed £7,000,000

CABLE • PLANNING • INSTALLATION
TELEPHONE

CABLES

LIMITED

•

DAGENHAM

•

ENGLAND

TROPO

This special Brochure and Color Map tells the full story of REL tropo scatter
communications now operating in over 20 nations. For your free copy,
please write to Radio Engineering Laboratories — for over 40 years the
innovator and leader in communications engineering.
Yes, our principal business is the design, development, and manufacture of
communications equipment for tropo scatter, line-of-sight microwave, and
satellite ground station systems. We will welcome an opportunity to put this
experience and know-how to work in meeting your telecommunications
requirements.

REL

RADIO ENGINEERING LABORATORIES
Division of Dynamics Corporation of America
Long Island City, New York, 11101
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Chronological Table and Analytical Table
All copies of the Chronological Table and Analytical Table have been removed
from the Journal telegraphique and Telecommunication Journal. A complete set
of these indexes (1869-1994) is held by the International Telecommunication
Union (ITU) Library & Archives Service.

Table chronologique et table analytique
Toutes les copies des Table chronologique et table analytique ont ete enlevees
des exemplaires du Journal telegraphique et du Journal des telecommunications.
Le Service de la bibliotheque et des archives de I'Union internationale des
telecommunications (UIT) conserve une collection complete de ces tables (18691994).

Indice cronologico e Indies analitico
Todas las copias del Indice cronologico e indice analitico han sido quitadas de los
ejemplares del Journal telegraphique y del Boletln de telecomunicaciones. El
Servicio de la biblioteca y de los archivos de la Union internacional de
telecomunicaciones (UIT) conserva una coleccion completa de esos indices (18691994).

editorial

THE TWENTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF UNESCO

The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, commonly referred to by its English initials, UNESCO,
is celebrating this year the twentieth anniversary of its foundation.
Of the specialized agencies of the United Nations,
UNESCO is among those which most consistently maintain
relations with the ITU, both at the secretariat level and in
conferences and meetings.
To those who may wonder what education, science and culture
have to do with telecommunication, we would point out that
in two fields at least—the transmission of information and the
use of radio and television for educational purposes—UNESCO's
activities are directly related to the use of telecommunications.
With regard to the transmission of information, whether it is
upholding freedom of information and the free flow of news or
whether it is working to develop mass communication media,
UNESCO on many occasions acts as advocate for the interests
of the press which, in the ITU, have so often appeared to
conflict with those of the telecommunication services. To-day,
however, thanks to the combined efforts of UNESCO and the
ITU, the press and telecommunication services are finally on the
verge of realizing that their respective interests are not opposed
but, on the contrary, can be jointly safeguarded in a spirit of
harmonious co-operation.
The use of radio and television for educational purposes,
already of undeniable importance. in the more developed
countries, will certainly become essential in the developing
countries and will necessitate the installation of a considerable
amount of equipment, the ultimate step of which—as UNESCO
already foresees—will probably be recourse to broadcasting
satellites and/or to distribution satellites.
Thus, in welcoming the twentieth anniversary of UNESCO, we
may well pay tribute to the understanding which that organization shows for the telecommunication services and to the effectiveness of its collaboration with them.
JEAN PERSIN

54
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headquarters

CCITT MEETING ON LOCAL TELEPHONE
NETWORKS

S

pecial Working Party 2 (GAS 2 — Local telephone networks) held its first
meeting, at ITU headquarters, Geneva, under the chairmanship of Mr. A. Sundin
(Sweden), from 10 to 18 January 1966.

GAS 2 was set up by the Illrd Plenary
Assembly of the CCITT to study questions concerning local telephone networks
that are of special concern to developing
countries. Its purpose is to draft a
Manual on local telephone networks
summarizing the methods used in various
countries — with special emphasis on
economic studies of local network
structure.
The work of GAS 2 represents a
continuation by the CCITT of activities
in a new sector — technical assistance
documentation — which, with the pro-

Back from Jordan

NEWS
expert in the Kingdom of Libya.
Mr. Ohashi graduated from Tokyo
University in 1945 and has since worked
in the Research and Plant Engineering
Sections of the Ministry of Telecommu-

duction by GAS 1 of the Manual on
national telephone networks for the
automatic service, proved to be so useful
to developing countries.
The general layout of the Manual on
local telephone networks and the tables
of contents for the various chapters have
been settled, and although the working
party has tried to reduce questions to the
strict minimum it has had to issue a
questionnaire for some of the chapters.
A start has also been made on the compilation of a bibliography for the manual,
thanks to the contributions received from
various Administrations and private
operating agencies.
Mr. Ohashi

Departure for Libya

M

r. Ichiro Ohashi of Japan left
Geneva in December to take up
an appointment as telecommunications

(ITU)

nications in Japan, and with the Nippon
Telegraph and Telephone Corporation
(NTT). From 1952 Mr. Ohashi has
obtained extensive experience of outside

Award of Centenary monument prize

T

he Secretary-General, Dr. M. B. Sarwate, is shown here about to present
the cheque for the first prize in the Centenary monument sculpture competition to Mr. L. V. Missojnikov, one of the architects in the Soviet team which
submitted the prize-winning design. The ceremony took place at ITU headquarters
on 13 January. In the background are photographs of the design shown from different
angles.

Mr. Kassimatis

(ITU)

M

r. Spyros Kassimatis, a telecommunications
engineer
from
Greece, returned at the end of December 1965 from a 23-month mission as
ITU expert in the Hashemite Kingdom
of Jordan.
Under a project of the
Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance (EPTA), he dealt with the
problems of organizing, installing and
maintaining the radio network with
special reference to the aeronautical
and maritime services. He also devoted
part of his time to training telecommunication technicians.

(ITU)
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NEWS . . .

EWS . . .

NEWS . . .

plant planning, installation and maintenance problems and specialized in transmission systems, including coaxial cables.
Mr. Ohashi will take part in the planning

NEWS . . .

activities of the Directorate-General of
Posts and Telecommunications in Libya,
with particular reference to the future
coaxial cable trunk network.

international

THE WORLD'S
TELEPHONES

A

s of 1 January 1965, the total of the
world's telephones was 182500000,
an increase of 11 500 000 over the previous
year, according to the 1965 edition of
The World's Telephones published by
the American Telephone and Telegraph
Company (ATT). The gain was the
largest one-year addition of telephones
in the world in history, and capped a
decade of growth in which the world's
telephones almost doubled in number.
North America, with 95 500 000 on
1 January 1965, has as many telephones
as all the world had the same date in
1955. Most of the North American total
is in the United States, which counted
88 785 000 telephones at the beginning
of 1965.
Japan added 1 568 000 telephones
during 1964 to hold second place in the
•tabulation with a total of 12 251 000.
Others among the first ten nations on
the list are:

phone cables, of which the first two
links, across the North Atlantic (Cantat) and Pacific (Compac) respectively,
continue to give excellent service. The
first two sections, Singapore-Jesselton
and Jesselton-Hongkong, of the Com-
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New Head of the Swiss
Department of Transport and
Communications

M

r. Rudolf Gnagi who took his seat
on the Federal Council in December 1965, has succeeded Mr. Spiihler
as Head of the Department of Transport
and Communications and Power.
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monwealth South East Asia Cable
(Seacom) were opened for public use
in January and March 1965, respectively;
this completes the first stage of the
project.
The second stage will link
Hongkong-Guam-New Guinea-Australia, and the whole project is expected to
be completed at the end of 1966.
New accessions
Five more Commonwealth Governments have acceded to the Commonwealth Telegraphs Agreements, bringing
the total number of Commonwealth
countries which are partners to sixteen.
Invitations were sent to a further four
countries. — United Kingdom General
Post Office.
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In 1952, he was elected to the Executive
Council of the Canton of Berne where he
was responsible for the Department of
Public Economy. He was elected National
Councillor in 1953.— Swiss PTT.

Personnel changes
in the Hashemite
Kingdom of Jordan
Mr. Hamzeh M. Shaweesh has been
promoted from the post of Engineer-inChief to the post of Assistant UnderSecretary (Technical Division) at the
Ministry of Posts, Telegraphs and Telephones.

The United Kingdom, 9 960 000; Federal Republic of Germany, 8 168 000;
USSR, 7 200 000 (estimated); Canada,
7 021 000; France, 5 704 000; Italy,
5 529 000; Sweden, 3 387 000, and Australia, 2 670 000.—AT&T.

in the Mongolian
People's Republic
Commonwealth
telecommunications traffic
grows

Mr. Dakhine Gotov has been appointed Minister of Communications.

. . . . . in Portugal

The fourteenth general report of the
Commonwealth
Telecommunications
Board covering the twelve months ended
31 March 1965, shows that telephone
traffic increased by nearly 21 per cent,
telex traffic by approximately 28% and
telegraph traffic by 6y2%.

Mr. Luis d'Albuquerque Couto dos
Santos, General Administrator of Posts,
Telegraphs and Telephones, retired in
November 1965.

(Swiss PTT)

Mr. Gnagi

Progress
The report surveys further progress
in the establishment of a Commonwealth system of large-capacity tele56

Mr. Gnagi was born in Schwadernau
(Canton of Berne) on 3 August 1917. He
studied law at the University of Berne
where he graduated as a lawyer in 1943.
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. . . . . in the Republic
of South Africa
Mr. Michael Cornelius Strauss, Deputy Postmaster-General, has been appointed Postmaster-General from 1 November 1965; he succeeds Mr. A. J. Botes
who retired on 31 October 1965.
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Telecommunications
for World Cup
Six months before the kick-off of the
World Cup football finals United Kingdom General Post Office telephone and
telegraph experts are already hard at
work preparing to put into operation
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Microwaves produced by
interaction of
" hot electrons "

A

promising advance in microwave
research is indicated by experiments with " hot electrons " being carried
out by scientists at the National Aeronautic and Space Administration's (NASA)

Television for docking

(Drawing ITU)

A television camera aboard an oil
tanker gives its captain a view of
docking operations at the distant bow
of his vessel which is 230 m long. The
camera, a product of a division of
International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation (ITT), is mounted on the mast at the bow and sends
its picture to a monitor on the bridge.
It mounts high-intensity lights for
night work, and has been found highly
useful for navigation in harbours
where traffic is congested as well as
▼
v for docking. — ITT.
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Electronic Research Center (ERC), Cambridge, United States of America.
Higher frequency microwaves have
been generated at the Centre by means
of a phenomenon recently discovered by
J. B. Gunn of International Business
Machines (IBM). The microwaves are
produced by interaction of " hot electrons " in solid state component material.
The technique is concerned with a
crystal (bulk gallium arsenide semi-conductor material) used in transistors and
lasers. A low voltage is applied across
the crystal which is less than 0.0254 millimetre thick. A conversion of direct
current to continuous wave microwave
power was achieved by the scientists at
frequencies as high as 12 Gc/s.
The new results appear promising for
future spacecraft and long-distance transmitters because they are expected to
improve the efficiency of microwave
signal transmission in space.
Most microwave transmitters are still
of the vacuum tube type because transistors are inadequate at these frequencies.
If the vacuum tubes can be replaced with
solid state generators a significant improvement in efficiency may again be
possible. — NASA.

three years' planning of probably the
biggest " special event" for which they
have ever had to provide facilities.
The enormous volume of Press and
broadcasting traffic that is foreseen
means that special telephone, teleprinter
and telegram facilities will have to be
provided at each of eight football
grounds throughout the country. The
busiest time is expected during the oneeighth and quarter finals, when games
will be played in as many as four cities
The matches in the
simultaneously.
United Kingdom begin on 11 July and
by the beginning of July the grounds
will be connected to the main underground cable network.
Planning the facilities for the World
Cup finals has not been carried out in
isolation. When the final match is over,
the last telephone message passed and
the last telegram filed, the Post Office
has planned, most of the cables that
will have been in use will augment the
local telephone networks. — United
Kingdom General Post Office.

(ITT)
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Improved phototube response to laser beams

Methods of improving the response of
phototubes to laser beams several times
over have been announced by International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation (ITT) Industrial Laboratories
which said that improved sensitivity was
obtained from a special version of a
F 4003 multiplier phototube with an
S-20 photocathode.
A rectangular
photocathode area was used and the
incident laser beam was caused to make
multiple passes between the two surfaces of the faceplate. The multiple
red reflections of the input light signal
within the cathode substrate increased
the photocathode quantum efficiency
several times over that which was
measured when the laser beam was
normal to the photocathode.

The diagram shows the highly sensitive laser detector of ITT Industrial Laboratories using multiple
reflection of the laser beam on the photocathode area.

addition to the increased yield, extension of the spectral threshold is
being realized. — ITT.

The tube has a special faceplate and
imaging section to provide an instantaneous effective photocathode area of
rectangular shape, 19.05 mm long, 2.54
mm wide.
In operation, a prism positioned on the
faceplate inserts a laser beam into the
photocathode at an angle of 52° from
normal to the cathode at the point of
incidence. This prismatic light-injection
system permits multiple reflections to
occur between the surfaces of the glass
face-plate. Each time the light beam
is reflected from the photocathode
surface, photoelectrons are emitted, increasing the effective quantum efficiency
of the photoemissive surface. Experimentally, an increase in quantum efficiency of 3.5 times at 6493 angstroms
and 2.5 times at 5230 A has been
demonstrated.
Additional experimental work involving specially processed doped trialkali
photosurfaces and prismatic light injection has resulted in a yield enhancement
factor at 8000 A of as high as nine times
that of a standard S-20 surface. In
58
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Hydronic radiations a new technique ?
The discovery of a new form of
energy propagation called hydronic radiations has been claimed by a United
States group—the Sarasota Research
and Development Corporation—engaged in underseacom munications research.
According to the Corporation, tests
so far carried out show that a hydronic
radiation transmitter consuming only
one-tenth of a watt of power and submerged 30 metres below the surface of
the sea produces a signal clearly perceptible by a small receiver in the air
above—a feat impossible by conventional radio means.
The Corporation states that the hydronic radiation technique was discovered
as a result of observation of the fact that
fish are capable of communicating over
considerable distances underwater.
(Ken Warner, Hydronics, Inc.)
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In the photograph, on the opposite
page, the discoverer of the technique,
Mr. Wallace L. Minto, is shown lowering
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the hydronic signal transmitter to the
sea-bed. — Sarasota Research and Development Corporation.
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tone signal warns the astronauts if certain
parameters of the life support system
drop below predetermined limits.

space

COMSAT requests proposals for multi-purpose satellite
multi-purpose satellite, with a
capability up to 6000 two-way voice
circuits or ten television channels, for use in
United States and international television
distribution as well as air-ground and
ship-shore communications service, is
contemplated by the United States
Communications Satellite Corporation
(COMSAT) in a request for proposals
sent to industry on 29 December 1965.

A

COMSAT, acting as manager for the
International Telecommunications Satellite Consortium (INTELSAT), asked for
design proposals for a satellite which
would:
" 1. provide a television distribution
capability to many receiving antennas within the satellite's sending
range and thus make feasible
nationwide and international distribution of television
" 2. provide a sending and receiving
capability between mobile stations
aboard aircraft or ships and suitable ground stations
" 3. provide a flexible mixture of types
of communications services within
a single satellite to permit complete interchangeability from one
type of service to another, and to
permit access to these services by
any number of earth stations. "
The satellite proposed by COMSAT
would weigh not in excess of approximately 1000 kgs and would operate in
synchronous orbit. Prime consideration
should be given to solar power sources,
prospective bidders were told, but nuclear
sources should also be considered. The
satellite is expected to have a minimum
useful life of five years.
No timetable was put on this latest
programme in the satellite communications field by COMSAT. Its request for
proposals asked for responses within
45 days. More than one study contract
could be awarded and the contracts
would be for four-month studies.

Some weeks ago COMSAT announced
it had begun contract negotiations for
" advanced" satellites for use in the
planned global communications system.
This system, using satellites weighing
106 kgs is scheduled to begin providing
service by 1968. It would appear that
the new multipurpose satellite could not
be ready, at the earliest, for at least
two more years. — Telecommunications
Reports.

Apollo lunar programme
space suit communication
systems
A contract to build space suit communication systems for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration's
(NASA) Apollo lunar exploration programme has been awarded to a division
of International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation (ITT).
The space suit communication system
will enable United States astronauts
exploring the moon's surface to communicate with the Apollo lunar excursion
module (LEM).
Measuring only 3.5 x 15.2 x 30.4 cm,
the compact set allows voice communication between the Apollo vehicle and
astronauts on the lunar surface or outside
the spacecraft. It transmits physiological
and suit environment data as well as
voice communication from the astronaut
outside the vehicle to the Apollo spacecraft for relay to earth.
The unit provides voice communication links and seven channels of telemetry
data simultaneously on a non-interference
basis. Its all-solid-state circuitry is of
welded cordwood construction.
One of the telemetry channels is used
for transmission of physiological data.
The remainder are used to transmit data
on the life support system, such as suit
pressure or oxygen quantity. An audio

(ITT)

Similar radio equipment, as shown in
the above photograph, is to be used in the
Gemini programme. — ITT.

COMSAT planning air traffic
satellite for 1967
Plans are well underway within
COMSAT to orbit in August of next year
a small communications satellite to aid
control of commercial aircraft traffic over
the Atlantic Ocean.
The craft will be positioned at 30° W
longitude in a synchronous path and will
have two channels with 200 watts of
effective radiated power per channel.
Two new ground terminals will be established to support it—one on each side
of the Atlantic—and transatlantic aircraft will be fitted with sending and
receiving equipment such as the Federal
Aviation Agency (FAA) is interested in.
The satellite will probably be operated
under a contract or agreement with the
FAA. Preliminary discussions have been
conducted with the FAA and various
organizations within the air transportation industry, and the consensus is that
such a satellite is of immediate and
intense importance. Certain technical
problems have yet to be solved, and the
Federal Communications Commission
will have to authorize the entire programme, but optimism has been expressed
from diverse quarters that the satellite
can be successfully orbited and operated.
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This payload may be considered a
forerunner to the big multipurpose satellite COMSAT is planning to launch
around 1970 to serve television networks,
airlines, and ships (see news item above).
Although primarily envisioned for television service, that satellite could be
designed with substantial air and sea
service capacity if the 1967 payload
proves itself. The Early Bird satellite
has already been used to demonstrate
the feasibility of using a spacecraft to
relay aircraft communications. — Space
Business Daily.

First in new Pioneer series
The National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) began a systematic exploration of interplanetary space
on 16 December 1965 with the launch
of Pioneer 6, first in a new Pioneer series,
into an interplanetary trajectory between
the orbits of earth and Venus.

NEWS . . .

(423.3 Mc/s) is sent as a reference and
experimenters then compare the relative
phase and delay of receipt of the low
frequency signal (49.8 Mc/s) to make
total electron content calculations.
Communications system
Pioneer 6 will maintain two-way radio
communication with the Deep Space
Network (DSN) at about 2300 Mc/s on
V-band.
Commands go out from the DSN
antennas in the form of binary code,
and are handled on the spacecraft as
follows: commands are received either
by the low-gain or high-gain antenna, and
are routed to one of two redundant radio
receivers. They then go to one of two
command decoders. Once decoded, each
command is routed by the command
distribution unit either to a spacecraft
system or an experiment, where it is

The Pioneers are built by TRW Systems, Redondo Beach, California. Pioneer 6 is a cylinder 89 cm long and
94 cm in diameter.
It is spin-stabilized at about 60 revolutions per minute in the ecliptic (plane of
the earth's orbit) which gives its experiments a 360-degree scan while the 10 368
solar cells look at the sun and its radio
beam is aligned to earth.
The six scientific experiments aboard
Pioneer 6 are designed to improve our
knowledge of:
—the magnetic fields of the sun
—the boundary region between the
solar atmosphere and interstellar
space
—the physics of the sun itself
—the basic interactions of high-energy
charged particles and magnetic fields
—the turbulent solar atmosphere or
solar " wind" stream of charged
particles.
Part of this last experiment is to determine the variations in total electron
content in the space between Pioneer
and earth.
To this end, a 45-metre dish antenna
at Stanford University in Palo Alto,
California, is used to send radio signals
at two different frequencies to a special
antenna and receiver on the spacecraft.
The speed of radio transmissions is
affected by the electrons of the solar
plasma and depends on the frequency of
the radio signal. A high frequency signal
60
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carried out. The spacecraft has a capability to receive 57 separate commands.
To send information back to earth,
the spacecraft driver puts coded data on
the basic 5-band carrier and routes it to
one of the two spacecraft travelling wave
tubes, which amplifies the signal to about
eight watts. From here the signal goes
to the high-gain antenna which transmits
it to the big-dish antennas of the DSN.
The spacecraft low-gain antennas transmit a broad beam covering an angle of
about 125 degrees in a full circle. The
high-gain antenna transmits a beam
covering only a five-degree angle in
width, but also sent out in a full circle.
If the narrow-beam antenna should drift
from the earth during the first 16 million
kilometres, the broad-beam, low-gain
antenna can take over until the spacecraft is repositioned.
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Pioneer 6 has a great data return
capacity. It can return data at five speeds:
512, 256, 64, 16 and 8 bits per second.
Data can be sent in four basic forms:
1. measurements from scientific experiments only,
2. high resolution measurements from
the radio propagation detector only,
3. engineering measurements of spacecraft performance only, and
4. limited samplings of engineering data
superimposed on science data.
All data are sent in binary code,
forming six-bit " words."
The spacecraft data storage unit can
receive up to 19 hours of selected information from experiments and store it for
It is a compact,
later transmission.
solid-state memory core with no moving
parts. Its 15 232 bits of information
storage provide 2176 data words in 68
frames. — NASA.

Sun-powered laser device for
communications in space
A sun-powered laser device, described
as a " first step toward an 80 000 000 kilometre communications link between
spacecraft in the vicinity of Mars and
earth, " has been developed by the Radio
Corporation of America (RCA), it was
announced few weeks ago. The laser
device was built for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's
(NASA) Manned Spacecraft Center.
RCA said that, thus far, its scientists have
successfully transmitted a television picture over the laser beam in the laboratory,
and soon will attempt to transmit over a
distance of about ten kilometres. —
Telecommunications Reports.

Space technique experiments
during Gemini 7-Gemini 6
missions
During the 14-day flight of United
States Gemini-7 spacecraft which maneuvred with Gemini-6 last December into
a near docking orbit 0.30 metres apart,
astronauts experimented laser technique
for communication between an orbiting
spacecraft and a ground station.
A flashing, argon gas laser beacon on
the Island of Kanai, Hawa'i, was acquired
by the crew and easely tracked. One of
the two pilots followed the beacon
through the eyepiece of gallium-arsenide
laser transmitter, locked on and by
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depressing a lever automatically modulated the 9000-angstrom wavelength with
a 100 pulses per second signal. Kanai
test personnel reported that an intermittent signal appeared to have been
received on the ground.
A transportable ITT earth station,
transmitting from the deck of the United
States Navy Carrier Wasp, provided
live television coverage of recovery of
Gemini 7 and 6 astronauts after splashdown. Signals were sent via the Early
Bird satellite to earth station and then
on land lines, to the television networks. — Missiles and Rockets, ITT.

OSCAR IV, LES-3 and LES-4
orbited
The United States of America blasted
a Titan 3 C rocket into space on
20 December 1965 carrying four satellites.
The satellites included two packed
with experimental communications gear
(LES-3 and 4—Lincoln Experimental.
Satellite), one designed to measure solar
radiation (OV2-3—Orbiting Vehicle) and
one for use by amateur radio operators
around the world (Oscar IV—Orbital
Satellite Carrying Amateur Radio).
LES-3, LES-4 and Oscar IV have been
orbited in a highly elliptical orbit, ranging
between 200 and 34 000 kilometres.
Oscar IV has been designed to be a
spin stabilized, tetrahedron-shaped package, 68.5 cm long on each leg, and
weighing about 18.5 kgs. The satellite
is completely transistorized, and contains a linear translator. The translator
consists of a receiver section, operating
on a centre frequency of 144.1 Mc/s
and a transmitter section operating on a
centre frequency of 431.935 Mc/s. The
bandwidth of both the receiver and transmitter is 10 kc/s. The translator's peak
power output is about 3 watts. Another
small module in the satellite contains
the " digital logic " circuitry designed to
gate the translator and transmit the
beacon signal. Apparently this circuit
did not operate properly after launching.
To insure that the satellite can be
turned off in the event of interference to
other radio services allocated the use of
the 432 Mc/s band, Oscar IV contains
a command decoder unit, which permits
the translator to be turned on or off by
ground control. The satellite also contains a timer which will automatically
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shut the translator off after an operational period of one year.
Three antennas, mounted on different
corners of the Oscar IV package, provide
the 144 Mc/s input signals to the satellite's
receiver. A single monopole antenna is
used with the 432 Mc/s transmitter. The
satellite is powered completely by solar
cells mounted on all sides of its outer
surface.
It is estimated that an effective radiated
continuous wave power of approximately
1600 watts is required to activate the
Oscar IV translator.
Reception of the 432 Mc/s signal from
the satellite requires a receiver with a
4.5 db noise figure and a 3 kc/s bandwidth, together with a 12 db gain antenna,
to achieve a 7 db signal-to-noise ratio for
one translator-repeated ground signal. —
USIS.

Launching of Cosmos
satellites
The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics has launched several satellites in the
Cosmos series:
—on 17 December 1965, Cosmos 100
was placed in almost circular orbit
at 650 km altitude; its period is
97.7 minutes and angle of inclination
of orbit 65 degrees
—on 21 December 1965, Cosmos 101
was successfully launched. Its orbit
characteristics are as follows: apogee
550 km, perigee 260 km, period
92.4 minutes, angle of inclination
49 degrees
—on 28 December 1965, two satellites
—Cosmos 102 and Cosmos 103—
were launched in succession. Cosmos 102 was placed in an orbit with
the following characteristics: apogee
278 km, perigee 218 km, period
89.24 minutes, angle of inclination
65 degrees. This satellite carries a
transmitter working on 19.735 Mc/s.
—Cosmos 103 was placed in almost
circular orbit at 600 km altitude; its
period is 97 minutes and angle of.
inclination 56 degrees.
—on 8 January 1966, Cosmos 104 was
placed in orbit: apogee 401 km,
perigee 204 km, period 90.2 minutes,
angle of inclination 65 degrees. It
is equipped with a transmitter working on 19.995 Mc/s. — Tass.
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DIRECT DISTANCE DIALLING
IN GREECE
by

C.P. THEOPHILOPOULOS
Professor at the Technical University
Athens

I. General

T

first direct distance dialling
(DDD) exchanges in Greece on 6 June 1965 is
part of the first phase of an over-all DDD
programme the aim of which is to provide DDD between
all subscribers in Greece and, at a later date, with subscribers abroad.
HE CUTOYER OF THE

After thorough investigations and elaborate studies,
the Hellenic Telecommunications Organization (OTE)
worked out a final plan for the construction of a nationwide DDD network to cover the whole country. In
view of the large volume of work to be done and the
need for considerable financial investment, the dividing
of the project into several four- or five-year plans was
inevitable.

The Athens, Thessalonika and Patras DDD exchanges
already provide automatic service for the busiest and
most important traffic links between the capital and the
major business centres of Greece.
The nationwide DDD network configuration was so
planned as to take into account the geographic conditions
and the anticipated future traffic situation—on the basis
of present traffic conditions. The DDD system was
designed to provide all the possibilities of a modern
DDD system and to accommodate any modern signaltransmission concept. One of the prime aims was to
make the system receptive for any future expansions and
technical developments. Thus the DDD system meets
the requirements for the introduction of international
DDD to any country of the world, in accordance with
CCITT Recommendations.

II. Planning of the nationwide
DDD network
1. Programme for the construction of the
nationwide DDD network
The prime requirements for the introduction of DDD
has already been met in Greece inasmuch as 90% of
its subscriber lines already enjoy automatic service in
local traffic. Moreover, a network group with subscriber
dialling and automatic rate registration was set up decades
ago already to serve the heavy short-haul traffic between
Athens and its four suburban junction exchange areas
of Kifissia, Glyfada, Eleusis and Paeania.
62
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During the first four-year plan seventeen DDD exchanges, including all seven central exchanges, the eight
main and two nodal (junction) exchanges, as well as the
trunks which interconnect these exchanges, will be constructed (see figure 1). All the contracts for this four-year
project have already been awarded and delivery and work
are already in progress, so that the first three large central
exchanges in Athens (figure 2), Thessaloniki and Patras
have already been cut over. Once the 14 additional
DDD exchanges are cut over before the end of 1966,
a large proportion (about 70%) of all long distance
traffic may already be dialled by the subscriber himself,
at a relatively small fraction of the over-all costs.
The next stage of construction, after 1966, has already
been planned (see figure 3). It includes the construction
of 78 additional DDD exchanges, 28 of them being main
exchanges and 50 nodal exchanges, as well as the conversion of about 100 terminal exchanges to automatic
service. After the completion of this plan, all the DDD
exchanges of the two upper DDD levels (i.e. all central
and main exchanges) as well as all large nodal exchanges
will have been cut into the DDD network. DDD service
will then be available to about 200 localities including
all large and important towns, and more than 90% of
the long-distance calls will be dialled by the subscribers
themselves.
DDD exchanges which are already in
operation will also be expanded during this phase.
During the following phases of construction, besides
the remaining smaller nodal exchanges, further terminal
exchanges will be constructed in the more thinly populated areas and connected to the existing nationwide
DDD network. During this final stage, previously cut
over DDD exchanges will also be expanded wherever

Figure 1 — First construction stage (1965-1966)

this becomes necessary in order to meet the requirements
of increasing traffic loads.

2. The configuration of the
nationwide DDD network
Depending on their traffic loads and geographical
location, the DDD exchanges of Greece will be incorporated in the long-distance network as central (primary)
exchanges, main exchanges, or nodal (junction) exchanges.
In its basic plan the OTE lists seven central exchanges,
43 main exchanges and 212 nodal exchanges, to which
about 1750 terminal exchanges partly at the location of
the DDD exchanges and partly located elsewhere will
be connected.

All DDD exchanges of the two lower network
levels (junction exchanges and main exchanges) will be
connected to the next higher DDD exchange in startype networks. The central exchanges (upper network
level) will largely be meshed with one another. Superimposed on this combined star-type and meshed basic
network will be special direct routes serving particularly
busy routes, to enable the desired target areas to be
reached along the shortest possible spans, by passing the
DDD stages and the transit exchanges.
The alternative routing feature of the DDD equipment
will make it possible to choose the most convenient or
economical path of the several alternatives available for
each connection. If all the direct routes of a first trunk
group leading to the target area are busy, for instance,
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igure 2 — Athens. Central
exchange building

a possibly available further direct-route trunk group will
be chosen which leads through a transit exchange. If all
the direct routes in question are busy, the connection
will be routed over the above basic network and proceed
along what is termed the last-choice route.
This alternative routing feature makes it possible to
achieve the economically most favourable network configuration with the long-distance lines well utilized. In
this way it is also possible to adapt quickly in order to
meet changing traffic requirements.

3. Numbering scheme of the
nationwide DDD network

standable pattern of numbers for the subscriber and will
not hamper the continued development of automatic
long-distance traffic even in the remote future. An open
numbering scheme is used, i.e. each locality has its code
which the subscribers of all other localities dial in order
to reach it. For telephone traffic within the local network
—this local traffic represents by far the major share of
all telephone traffic—only the subscriber call number
need be dialled, i.e. the minimum number of digits.
For long-distance traffic, the first digit of a code
identifies the central exchange area, the second the main
exchange area and the third the nodal exchange area of
the target exchange.

a) Numbering system
The numbering scheme for Greece was laid down in
such a way as to provide a uniform and easily under64
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By thus arranging the codes in accordance with the
network levels it is possible to use clear and simple
storage devices and translators with a minimum of code
and zone terminals. A local network within the area
of a central, main or nodal exchange is reached by
adding a 1 to the corresponding central, main or nodal

Figure 3 — Second construction stage

exchange code. Thus the codes of large local networks
with central exchanges will have two digits, those with
main exchanges will have three digits, while local exchanges
in all other localities will have four-digit codes.
Example:
local network of central exchange Tripolis
71
local network of main exchange Corinth
741
local network of nodal exchange Loutraki 7441

Manual long-distance exchanges will continue to be in
operation alongside the DDD exchanges in the DDD
junctions, although with a smaller share of the over-all
traffic. Subscribers wanting to reach the specific manual
long-distance exchange which serves them will do so by
dialling the uniform special-service code 15 or 015. Dial
connections between manual long-distance exchanges can
be established through the DDD network, but only by
TELECOMMUNICATION JOURNAL - VOL. 33 No. 2 - FEBRUARY 1966
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ATHENS

21

CHALKIS

LAMIA

MYTILENE

LEVADIA

CHIOS

261

271

281

Tbive
2621

Kardamyla
2721

Andros
2821

Lavrion
2921

Arachova
2631

Samos
2731

Tinos
2831

Koropi
2931

Paros
2841

Rafina
2941

Haxos
2851

Afidne
2951

221

231

241

251

Kyrni
2221

Domokos
2321

Kos
2421

Plomarion
2521

Aliverion Atalandi
2331
2231

Kalymnos Kaloni
2431
2531

Karystos Amfiklia
2241
2341

6enadion Pobjchnitos Domvrena Karlovassi
2541
2641
2741
2441

Istiea
2251

K.Vourla
2351

Karpatbos
2451

Aq.Kirykos
2751
Myrini
2761

Tti'ira
2861

Meqara
2961

Milos
2871

Eqina
2971

Kea
2881

Vitlia
2981

2461

2561

Mantoudion Karpentoion
2271
2371

2471

2571

(Distomon)
2671

2771

Aliartos
2681

2781

EH m IB mi §| ■ in in
LDE
20

LDE
220

LDE
230

2481

LDE
240

2581

LDE
250

LDE
260

LDE
270

LDE
280

Nevertheless, the DDD switching equipment is able
to handle more than ten digits per number so that neither
an increase in the number of digits in national or international traffic, should that become necessary, nor the
introduction of internal dialling to PABX's will require
any change in this equipment.

AREA

Amflssa
2651
Lidorikion
2661

Stylis
2381

J

Andissa
2551

L.Edipsou MokraVomi
2361
2261

Psachna
2281

SYROS

^ ATTICA ^

RHODES

:

2991
Darditsa
290

d) Special services
The digit 1 as the first digit of a number is reserved
for special services, both in the local networks and in
the DDD network. Through the DDD network—i.e. by
dialling the traffic discrimination digit 0—it is also possible
to dial a 1 for the special services of terminal exchanges
as well as of DDD junctions with no special service
facilities of their own. These special service facilities
are in this case centrally located in the higher-level
nodal main or central exchange.

e) Safety margins of numbering scheme capacity

Figure 4 — Numbering scheme of the Athens central exchange area

operators. The call numbers dialled for this purpose are
identical with the code of the locality in which the manual
long-distance exchange is located, except for the last
digit, which is an 0 instead of the 1 e.g.:
Heraklion central exchange: local network 81, longdistance exchange 80
Chania main exchange: local network 821, longdistance exchange 820
Figure 4 shows the numbering scheme used for the
exchanges of the Athens central exchange area as an
illustration of the numbering system described above.

b) Discrimination digits
The uniform discrimination digit for nationwide DDD
traffic is the 0. The digit 09 will have to be dialled in
Athens itself as DDD discrimination digit but only on
a temporary basis.
The uniform discrimination digit for international
DDD will be 00 (outgoing international DDD traffic).

c) Incoming international traffic
The CCITT has laid down 30 as the national code for
Greece (incoming international DDD traffic).
Thus
the number of digits for an international DDD call
terminating in Greece will be ten digits at the most
(e.g. Athens 30 21 xxxxxx), and will be less than the
maximum laid down by the CCITT Recommendations
(twelve digits maximum.)
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The numbering scheme described above contains enough
codes to serve all areas and also a safety margin so that
enough numbers will be available for future DDD nodal
and terminal exchanges. If in future more than seven
central exchanges should be needed, two-digit centralexchange codes are provided for. The first digit of a
two-digit central-exchange code in Greece will be the
digit 7.
4. Rate registration
The charges for DDD calls are automatically computed
by distance between the subscribers (zone) and call duration (time). Multi-metering during the call is used for
this purpose.
According to the code dialled, the originating nodal
exchange determines the charge for the distance to the
target nodal exchange (nodal exchange zoning). The
charge zone thus determined has a certain number of
meter pulses which are transmitted inaudibly at the beginning of each 1-minute interval to the meter of the calling
subscriber. Metering of long-distance calls begins from
the instant the called party answers with a first answer
meter pulse. A margin of about ten to fifteen seconds
follows so that subscribers who have dialled a wrong
number will be charged only one charge unit. After this
margin, the first meter-pulse train becomes effective minus
the first answer meter pulse which has already been
transmitted.
The rate registration equipment installed in Greece's
DDD exchanges caters for up to 14 different charge
categories. Switching from day to night or holiday rates
is accomplished by a centralized translator.
For the future, periodic time-pulse metering is planned.
With this scheme the individual meter pulses are transmitted inaudibly at regular intervals during the call, the
intervals depending on the zone. The change-over to
periodical time-pulse metering is already prepared and
may be carried out at any time.

In the case of international calls, the meter pulses will
not be transmitted by the nodal exchange but by the
international DDD exchange which passes them on
through the central exchange, main exchange and nodal
exchange to the subscriber charge meter.

5. Trunk network
The network of long-distance trunks was so arranged
that the attenuation plan recommended by the CCITT,
which is also used by the Federal German Administration
among others, will be adhered to in all circumstances
(see figure 5). The trunks are connected on a four-wire
basis through all central and main exchanges.
Four-wire switching is also used generally in the nodal
exchanges. Economic advantages may be obtained from
the resulting de-attenuation of the two-wire terminalexchange lines. In the case of short two-wire lines, the

minimum attenuation values required to obtain line
stability are automatically assured by switchable attenuation elements in the trunk line repeaters.
Four-wire CF channels establish the connections between the central exchanges as well as connections
between central and main exchanges and as a rule also
the connections between main and nodal exchanges.
Besides CF district cables and radio links, coaxial cables
systems are also provided between Athens and Thessalonilci. The radio-link systems between Athens and Patras
and Athens and Thessaloniki were brought into service
already during the first half of 1965. The entry into
operation of the coaxial cable between- Athens and Thiva
is scheduled for the end of 1965. This cable will be
continued to Larissa, via Lamia. Voice frequency cables
and open-wire lines are used for the two-wire connections
between terminal exchanges and nodal exchanges and
possibly between nodal exchanges and main exchanges.

1. National connections

2. [international connections

Figure 5 — Reference equivalents,
in nepers
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III. DDD equipment
1. DDD system
After making comprehensive studies, the OTE decided
to use precious-metal uniselector motorswitches (EMD)
(figure 6) for nationwide DDD. This system is capable
of interoperating without converters with the existing
dial-synchronous local systems so that it is also possible
to establish high-speed connections in DDD traffic with
practically no post-dialling delays. The freedom of choice
offered by a numbering scheme such as the one offered
by the EMD DDD system means that Greece is ready
for fully automatic international DDD by the subscriber.
Precious-metal contacts, four-wire switching and complete freedom of choice in automatic alternative routing
are some of the characteristics of this system which have
enabled national and international DDD to be introduced
quickly and economically in other countries, such as
the Federal Republic of Germany, where about 94% of
the national and 60 % of the international traffic is already
dialled by the subscribers themselves.
The EMD system is capable of handling call numbers
of different and unlimited lengths. This permits unrestricted internal dialling to PABX's and immediate directdistance dialling to any foreign country. It is thus also
possible to expand local exchanges or local networks
without hindrance and without the need to modify
storages and translating equipment.
By four-wire speech-path switching (8-wires overall) in
the DDD exchanges with speech and signal circuits
switched separately, it is possible to achieve distinct speech
transmission and a high speech-connection stability. A
high transmission quality is also warranted by the press-on
forked contacts made of a palladium-silver alloy.

Figure 8 — Route selector Fg 612/88

The dial signals generated by the subscribers are
regenerated in the originating DDD exchanges and
corrected in the repeaters of all subsequent DDD stages,
so that the switching information is passed on with the
maximum reliability.
A versatile automatic alternative routing facility, i.e.
use of the most convenient connecting path in each
instance (direct routes) means that the outside plant is
utilized as fully as possible. Good and variable accessi-

Figure 6 — Precious-metal
uniselector
motor switch (EMD)

Figure 7 — Establishment >
of connection
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bility which is easy to adapt to the size and traffic value
of each individual trunk group also contributes to the
high degree of utilization of the lines.
The mode of operation is convenient and easy for the
subscriber to understand since no additional instructions
impeding the dialling function need be specified as would
be the case if the subscriber were required to pause until
he received a special dialling tone after he has dialled
the discriminating digit 0.
The high setting speed of the EMD switches, the abbreviated codes for the central and main exchanges, as well
as the instantaneous switching through most connections
after only a single evaluation of the DDD code and the
shortened interdigital pauses in retransmission, all contribute to an extremely speedy connection in the EMD
DDD system.

2. Establishment of connection
When the nationwide DDD project is completed, each
subscriber will be able to dial his own calls to all other
Owing to the alternative routing
Greek subscribers.
feature, the major share of the traffic will be routed
through one or at the most a limited number of longdistance trunk sections. The progress of a connection
which runs through the greatest number of sections of
the code or last-choice route and a shorter direct route
will be described below.
It is assumed—as shown in figure 7—that a subscriber
served by the Nestorion terminal exchange, in the Thessaloniki central exchange area, wishes to call one of the

subscribers of the Pelopion terminal exchange, which is
in the Patras central exchange area. He will dial the
long-distance discriminating digit 0, then the toll code 6242
of the Pelopion target exchange and finally the number
of the party he wishes to reach.
In the first group selector of the Nestorion terminal
exchange, the first digit 0 causes an idle DDD line leading
to the next higher nodal exchange Kastoria to be seized
as well as the meter-pulse sender and the route selector
(figure 8) associated with this DDD line in the Kastoria
originating nodal exchange. After the meter-pulse sender
has received the next digit (the central exchange digit 6),
it causes an access switch (figure 9) to connect to an idle
originating store. After this store has picked up the
route and zone digits, it calls for the translator, which
gives the originating store the appropriate information
about the zone, the most favourable route, and the
programme for any digits which might have to be
retransmitted.
The zone information is transmitted to the meter-pulse
sender. Once the answer signal (released by the called
subscriber) has arrived, the meter-pulse sender transmits
one-minute meter pulse trains to the meter of the calling
subscriber.
The route information is passed on to the control set
of the route selector in question, causing the particular
line group, in this case the code-route line group, to the
Kozani main exchange to be marked.
The programme shows the originating store which of
the routing digits it must retransmit through the line
selected.
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In the Kastoria nodal exchange, the route selector
scans the marked line group for a free line and in the
higher-level Kozani main exchange it seizes the relay
coupling set and route selector permanently assigned to
this line. Through an access switch the relay coupling

After the transit store has retransmitted ail the digits,
it transmits a proceed-to-send signal to the meter-pulse
sender in the originating nodal exchange and releases
itself. In the originating nodal exchange of Kastoria, the
proceed-to-send signal causes the meter-pulse sender to
transmit the remaining stored digits by means of which
the terminal-exchanges group selector in the Olympia
nodal exchange, the local group selector, as well as the
remaining switching stages in the target terminal exchange
of Pelopion are advanced to the required settings. As soon
as the called subscriber lifts his handset, the two parties
can start talking.
If all the direct-route trunk groups from the route
selector in the Kozani main exchange to the Patras
central exchange are busy, the route selector will stop at
the code route trunk group leading to the next higher
central exchange Thessaloniki and seize an idle line in
this trunk group, which is designed to operate with a
maximum of 1 % loss; thus, the central exchange group
selector permanently assigned to this line in the Thessaloniki central exchange is also seized. As soon as it has
been informed by a return signal of the successful overflow
to the code route trunk group, the transit store of the
Kozani main exchange transmits all digits, including the
first digit 6 and thus causes the central-exchange group
selector in the Thessaloniki central exchange to be
advanced to a free line leading to a main-exchange
group selector in the Patras central exchange. The rest
of the connection is established as described above.

3. Operation and maintenance of EMD DDD
exchanges

Figure 9 — Access switch Fg. 24015066/5067

set ties in a free transit store, which picks up the first
three digits of the code as transmitted by the originating
storage in the Kastoria nodal exchange and then calls for
the translator. The originating store retransmits the
digits and then releases itself to be ready for another
seizure. The transit store receives the appropriate selection information from the translator (route and programme) about the optimum alternative route leading
further. In the trunk group, marked by the control set,
the route selector of the main exchange searches for an
idle line.
After a free line of the direct-route trunk group has been
seized, together with a main-exchange group selector
permanently associated with this line in the Patras central
exchange, the transit store retransmits only the second
and third digits of the code (2 and 4). The first code
digit ((5) is suppressed.
The digit 2 causes the main-exchange group selector
in the Patras central exchange to be set to a free line
leading to the Pyrgos main exchange, while the digit 4
serves as the criterion by which the nodal-exchange group
selector in the Pyrgos main exchange is set to a free line
leading to the target nodal exchange of Olympia.
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The OTE has already been operating and maintaining
for many years local and subzone exchanges with EMD
switches, some of them with alternative routing and multimetering.
The experience gained during this period
indicating high operating reliability with extremely low
maintenance costs leads us to the conclusion that the
same favourable conditions will apply to the DDD
exchanges as well.
This expectation is confirmed by the fact that the
Federal German Administration, with its almost fully
automated DDD network handling about three million
DDD calls every day, has EMD switches in all its DDD
exchanges. After many years of experience in operating
and maintaining EMD DDD exchanges—as well as EMD
local exchanges—of all sizes, the Federal German Administration acknowledges the high operating reliability and
low maintenance requirements of the EMD system.
In view of the clear layout of the individual switching
elements and the entire DDD system, the maintenance
personnel need not be elaborately trained.
Adaptations to changes of traffic as well as route and
tariff changes may be carried out easily and quickly by
the operating personnel.

(Original language: English)

THE FULLER USE OF
NETWORKS
A survey of some of the problems facing telecommunications
in the immediate future

from one user to another: artificial satellites, land and
submarine cables with numerous repeaters, wider band
radio-relay systems, wave guides transmitting frequencies
between 35 000 and 75 000 megacycles for example,
coherent light systems obtained by the laser effect and
propagated along highways in tubes protected from
humidity.

by

Artificial satellites have aroused many hopes and
expectations, some of which may be rather unfounded.

seen a rapid increase
in the variety of the means used to transport
people and goods by land, sea and air, and in the
speed with which it is done. Information is now disseminated very quickly throughout the world, electrically,
by wire and by radio. As a result, nations feel more and
more interdependent, especially economically. They also
want to live better, for they see the possibility of doing
so in the prodigious advances of contemporary science
and technology.

As the laser beam is quickly absorbed when propagated
through a humid atmosphere, only classical radio waves
can be considered for artificial communication satellites.
Unfortunately, this affords a limited spectrum, which
in the industrialized countries is already in great demand
for mobile stations, radio-relay systems and land broadcasting stations. We cannot, therefore, expect too much
of satellites if we want to avoid interference with existing
connections, and it would appear that satellites must be
used primarily for meteorology and for intercontinental
relations (telephone calls across wide oceans or world
television relays). In the developing countries, moreover,
a large part of the radio spectrum must be reserved for
mobile aircraft and ship stations and for the radio-relay
systems to be set up, for these systems will remain the
most economical answer to foreseeable telecommunication needs for some time to come.

This means that the power transmission and distribution services and the telecommunication services must
be prepared to adapt their facilities to a law which is
exponential rather than linear in relation to time. This
is one reason why telecommunication research laboratories are actively investigating new ways of effectively
transmitting a wide frequency band carrying messages

The use of satellites is further limited by their transmission power which, for the moment, is restricted to the
hundred or so watts produced by solar batteries or small
nuclear generators which have already been tested. If
some tens of kilowatts are required, the delicate problem
arises of how to evacuate heat from the satellite in orbit
and, above all, how to stabilize the large thermal radiation

Georges VALENSI
Former Director
of the CCIF

I
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screen it has to carry. Because of this limitation on
transmission power, it may be necessary to rely upon
expensive earth stations for a long time to control and
use the electromagnetic waves relayed or produced by an
artificial satellite.
Earth electromagnetic wave guides expressed in gigacycles, or laser light waves, will doubtless provide a
great many telecommunication channels with the introduction of pulse code modulation. Indeed, pulses no
more than one nanosecond wide at mid-height may be
envisaged which, juxtaposed in time at mid-height point,
would make it possible to transmit 109 (one thousand
million) pulses per second over one wave guide. Further
technological progress is required, however, for these
telecommunications of the future, and a considerable
amount of fresh capital will have to be invested which
may not bring adequate returns within a short time.
Before creating a new wave-guide network, should we
not exploit to the full the considerable amount of capital
already invested in countries with large radio-relay and
coaxial-pair land-cable networks? We could immediately
begin to widen considerably the frequency band effectively
transmitted by the good quality coaxial pairs of existing
cables or by modern radio-relay systems. Thanks to
two recent technical developments—the transistor and the
artificial thin film transmission line 1—this work would
cost relatively little.
What limits the frequency band effectively transmitted
by radio-relay systems at present is not the most expensive
part of the structure—i.e. the part comprising the aerials
and their supports, the electric power sources, and the
high-power stages of the amplifiers. The limitation is
caused solely by the modulator and demodulator (lowpower stages) and by the land links between the radio
stations and the transmitting and receiving studios.
To get more benefit from an existing radio-relay
system, therefore, we have only to replace the modulator
and demodulator (in the low-power stages) by transistorized circuits with a wide transmitted frequency band,
and to place additional transistorized amplifiers associated
with distortion corrective networks (and, if necessary,
with impedance matching networks) on the land links
mentioned above. This will certainly entail some expenditure but much less than the enormous capital already
invested in the aerials and their supports, in electric
power sources, and in the high-power stages of radio
transmitters, not to mention studio buildings and their
operating and maintenance installations.
Coaxial cable network
Similarly, to make better use of an extensive coaxialcable network (in Europe, for example), we need merely
increase the number of repeaters by inserting between
them transistorized amplifiers, some of which may be
associated with distortion correctors. If field-effect
transistors (which function rather like a three-grid tube)

On this point, see the article entitled " A new thin film transmission line " in the Bell Laboratories Record (September 1965,
pages 328-331).
1
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are applied at the input and output of a transistorized
amplifier, the problem of matching the impedances
between amplifier and line is greatly simplified.
The attenuation (per kilometre) in a coaxial pair is
represented by the classical formula:

"M*l£+° IL
2

L

2\l C

where R is the resistance in ohms per kilometre,
C is the capacity in farads per kilometre,
L is the inductance in henrys per kilometre, and
G is the leakance in ohms per kilometre.
As the resistance R and the leakance G increase with
the frequency (f), if ki is the attenuation per unit length
at 1 Mc/s, it follows that:
p = fx V/
The attenuation on a line of given length, and consequently the number of repeaters required to equalize this
attenuation, thus vary as the square root of the maximum
frequency effectively transmitted on the line.
At present, the coaxial pair commonly used in Europe
(cyclindrical outer conductor with 9.5 millimetre inner
diameter, and solid inner conductor 2.6 millimetres in
diameter) provides 900 telephone channels with repeaters
9.6 kilometres apart (4 Mc/s system) or 2700 telephone
channels with repeaters 4.8 kilometres apart (12 Mc/s
system). With a greater number of repeaters (1.6 kilometres spacing) it could provide 10 000 telephone channels;
this is the " 60 Mc/s system " now being considered by
the CCITT of the International Telecommunication
Union.
Only coaxial pairs of recent design, in which the outer
conductor and the dielectric discs between the two
conductors have a very regular construction, should be
equipped with additional repeaters to increase the transmitted frequency bandwidth. On coaxial pairs of irregular construction, undesirable wave reflections are
produced which cannot be corrected.
If the ITU standards for total noise (3 picowatts per
kilometre) are to be met, we must bear in mind that this
noise is the sum (the powers being added together)
of the background noise and 2nd and 3rd order intermodulation noise caused by non-linearity distortion in
the repeaters.
Figure 1 shows the relation between the maximum
frequency effectively transmitted (in Mc/s), the repeater
spacing (in kilometres) and the attenuation in a line
section between successive repeaters (in decibels) for a
coaxial pair, the outer and inner conductors of which
are 9.5 and 2.6 mm, respectively, it being assumed that:
1) total noise is 3 picowatts per kilometre
2) the pair is equipped with a 3-stage transistorized
amplifier having a negative feedback loop of 8 centimetres and a pre-emphasis characteristic corresponding to figure la.
Curve A corresponds to the kind of repeater widely
used at present which (for a 2000 Mc/s cut-off frequency

cables, equipped if necessary with transistorized amplifiers).
What would be the purpose, at this stage, of introducing
such changes in certain channels in the existing coaxialpair cable network of the 9.5/2.6 type—and what advantages would the European telecommunication Administrations derive from such a change?

Figure 1

in the transistor) has 2nd harmonic distortion of 53 decibels (at 0 dbm level) and 3rd harmonic distortion of
88 decibels (at 0 dbm level).
Curve B corresponds to a modern type of repeater
which has an improved distortion factor of +5 db for
2nd harmonic distortion and of +10 db for 3rd harmonic
distortion as compared with the repeater represented by
curve A.
Curve C corresponds to a repeater which again would
have an improved distortion factor of +5 db for 2nd
and +10 db for 3rd harmonic distortion as compared
with the modern type represented by curve B.
Points S4 and S12 correspond to the above-mentioned
carrier systems (4 Mc/s and 12 Mc/s) which meet ITU
standards. Point S60 corresponds to the "60 Mc/s system"
(10 000 simultaneous telephone channels with repeaters
1.6 kilometres apart), i.e. to the desired objective.
Point S40 corresponds to a 40 Mc/s system providing
7000 simultaneous telephone channels which could be
achieved now if the existing repeaters (curve B) had
1.6 kilometres spacing.
It is reasonable to assume that this " 60 Mc/s system "
can be established on coaxial pairs (9.5/2.6 type) of good
quality (i.e. of regular construction, in accordance with
recently adopted standards) and with good quality
transistors.

In the first place, with the widespread and rapid
changeover to automatic trunk dialling that is now taking
place in Europe, the number of major trunk telephone
channels will have to be greatly increased because with
automatic operation—unlike manual or semi-automatic
operation where the search for a free line (at peak hours)
merely tested the operators' patience—it is the patience
of the user (obliged to dial time after time) which is put
to the test. If large groups of telephone channels are not
installed, the dissatisfied user is either going to complain
or give up using the telephone—and that would mean a
loss of revenue for the telecommunication Administrations.
Moreover, to avoid recurrent expenditure on installation staff—and apart from the inevitable chaos caused
when networks are altered—it would seem more advantageous to install repeaters forthwith in the coaxial
pairs due for alteration and at the same time to put in
all the openings for the final carrier system. There will
thus inevitably be an interim period when there is a
surplus of telephone channels, this will provide an
opportunity for the public telecommunication services to
meet the latest demands: private "closed circuit " communications with wide-band transmitted frequencies
either for the rapid transmission of an enormous quantity
of alpha-numerical data to a remote electronic computer
or for telephonovision, now known as picture-phone in
the United States of America.
Long-distance higher education broadcasts could make
ever-increasing use of these closed-circuit lines between
widely-separated universities so that all the students in
one country or neighbouring countries could simultaneously profit from a course or an important lecture
given by an authority on law, medicine, physics, chemistry
and various new processes. Moreover, there is a tendency
at the present time to " concentrate " (at national level
or on a wider international basis) establishments engaged

The " 60 Mc/s system" must be compatible with
systems already in common use (the 4 Mc/s system
mentioned above and the American LI system) and with
more modern systems now operating (the 12 Mc/s
system mentioned above and the American L3 system).
The 10 000 telephone channels provided by a 9.5/2.6
type coaxial pair (with repeaters at 1600-metre intervals)
should therefore be set up as " super-mastergroups ",
each consisting of 900 telephone channels. Until such
time as all these telephone channels are required, the
" basic super-mastergroup " could easily be extracted
to line and used as a private television channel 3.5 Mc/s
wide, which would form part of a closed circuit between
private stations connected to their respective long-distance
offices by private lines (4.4/1.2 mm small coaxial-pair

Figure 1 a
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in the same branch of knowledge so that, thanks to new
and improved equipment, productivity can be increased
without any increase in staff. To avoid a number of
costly and time-consuming journeys, experts in the same
field (industry, trade or banking for example) who have
to reach agreement on a new and important subject will
be able to hold a long-distance conference by picturephone, using a " closed network " of audio-visual transmission channels for a limited time. These " closed
networks " would be set up according to a " switching
programme " arranged in advance by the public telecommunication Administrations, as is done at the present
time for Eurovision. In the United States of America,
which already has its own joint economic organization,
such long-distance conferences (with telephony and
monochrome television) are frequently held and are a
valuable source of income for the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company (ATT).
In the same way, by using existing theatres or public
cinemas, audiences in the provinces (or in neighbouring
countries) could simultaneously watch the finest artist
performing in a theatre in the capital—or a fashion parade
—or see the latest equipment on the market (with commentaries by experts), and in this way trade would be
stimulated.
For " tele-education ", " tele-theatre " and long-distance conferences (between experts in the same field)
picture, colour and sound often have to be transmitted
simultaneously. At each terminal of a trunk line used as
a " closed circuit" there must be apparatus for picking
up, transmitting and receiving both pictures and sounds;
hence it is not necessary to use the same motion-picture
cameras and television receivers as are used for broadcasting; in particular for the coding of the chrominance
some process other than NTSC, PAL or SEC AM might
be considered if it would make for better utilization of
all the data capacity of a " closed circuit. "
Colour television
From the colour-television standpoint, a " closed
circuit " (consisting of a coaxial cable channel or a radiorelay link, or even a relay by artificial satellite) differs from
" broadcasting " because it offers a much wider interval
for the line variation of the amplitude. In colour-television
broadcasts the luminance spectra (picture) and chrominance spectra (colour) are overlapped in the same transmitted frequency band; if it is desired to push the colour
beyond an amplitude interval of 25 decibels the luminance
scale has to be compressed, which produces too strong a
black-and-white contrast in the design. Half-tints (which
make an object or face appear in relief) are, for the
brain of a viewer, a form of information which combines
with the information which provides the features of the
structure of that object or face.
Black-and-white pictures relayed by artificial satellites
(Telstar, Relay, Syncom) with a transmitted frequency
band of only 3 megacycles, but with an amplitude interval
of 40 decibels, are as satisfactory as the picture received
by an ordinary black-and-white television set during a
colour-television transmission where the bandwidth is
74
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nominally 5 megacycles—but where the amplitude line
interval does not always reach 30 decibels.
In a " closed circuit " the average noise-level is fairly
low and the repeaters are planned for a line variation
interval of the amplitude of at least 40 decibels above the
average noise—which makes it easy to distinguish at
least 32 amplitude levels of the signal received; this
means that there is a great richness in the half-tints for the
luminance signal alone, and that the colour can be
" quantized " for the chrominance signal.
It was with the prospect of closed-circuit colour
picture-phone in mind that the author of this article—
in a patent in 1938 when, for the first time, he described
the principle of double compatibility in colour television—
described a chrominance-coding process based on the
cutting-up of the colour diagram (Maxwell triangle or
Newton circle in figure 2) into sectors corresponding to
the principal chromaticities that the human eye can
distinguish; the coded chrominance signal is then an
electric voltage proportional to the number of the sector
corresponding to the colour to be reproduced, at the
instant in question, on the remote receiver. In figure 2
the circumference is graduated in millimicrons (wavelengths of the various radiations of the visible spectrum).
The hachured centre corresponds to pure white, the
sectors of the outer ring correspond to the saturated
colours, and the sectors of the inner ring to the nonsaturated colours. The letter symbols are as follows:
PV violet purple, / indigo, B blue, B V blue-green, V green,
VJ yellow-green, J yellow, O orange, R red, PR purplered. Two adjacent sectors (not hachured) correspond to
chromaticities which are slightly different from one
another, either in the degree of colour saturation or in the
colour " dominant. " The radii / and Q in broken lines
are the components of the luminance signal in the
American colour television system (NTSC).
How can the best use be made, for a " closed circuit "
television transmission, of a total bandwidth of 3.6 Mc/s,
corresponding to a " basic super-mastergroup " lined up
to provide this temporary closed circuit? As this is a
temporary and complex link it is impossible to make the
correction perfect, especially from the " phase differential " standpoint, and the coding of the chrominance by
double modulation (amplitude and phase) of a colour
subcarrier would probably not give very good results.
A satisfactory solution would be to assign a 3 Mc/s
frequency band to the luminance (design of the image),
since the luminance signal is directly transmitted on line
and has great richness in half-tints, thanks to a 40-decibel
line interval of the amplitude. Then a different frequency
band, of 0.6 Mc/s, is assigned to the chrominance (colour
of the image), the chrominance signal being a voltage
(proportional to the corresponding sector number in
figure 2), which amplitude modulates a colour subcarrier
(not line transmitted) by the " single band amplitudemodulation compatible process. " In this way all the data
capacity of the closed circuit is used: the 0.6 Mc/s band
(like the one actually used for colour broadcasting by the
NTSC, PAL and SECAM systems) and also the whole
available amplitude interval (40 decibels), without fear
of interference from the chrominance and luminance;

Figure 2

moreover there is no vertical definition loss in the image
for moving objects, as in the line-sequence colour broadcasting systems. Finally, the sound would be transmitted
by channels (telephone or music-transmission lines)
temporarily taken from the other super-mastergroups
transmitted by the same coaxial pair or by another coaxial
pair of the same cable 2.
In the more distant future this chrominance-coding
process would also be favourable for future land " wave
guides " operated with coded pulse modulation. Then the
important factor will be the number of pulses required to
The design (with semi-conductor devices) for a colour television
communication of this type is described in an article in the French
magazine Television (No. 153, May 1965) under the title "Pour la
telephonovision: la transmission TV en cou/eurs quantifies."
2

transmit a given element of information; indeed, as
regards the chrominance, it will suffice merely to make
sample tests at double the frequency of the colour subcarrier if this subcarrier is amplitude-modulated only,
whereas this test-sampling should be made at four times
the frequency of the subcarrier frequency if the latter is
both amplitude- and phase-modulated (NTSC and PAL
systems).
In submitting the above ideas for consideration both
the economic and the engineering aspects have been
borne in mind, either for the near future or for a more
distant future, with the dual purpose of making the most
of the capital invested by telecommunication Administrations and of meeting the latest public demand.
(Original language: French)
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i HAVE BEEN DirectorGeneral of the Postal and
Telegraph Administration, that is,
since 1955, it has been my aim to
adapt the operating and administrative services to modern requirements
and to keep pace in every respect with
the rapid development of technique,
particularly in telecommunications "..
INCE

This " confession of faith " on the
part of Mr. Benno Schaginger, Doctor
of Laws, and Austrian PTT official
since 1927, could, in fact, be said to
This
apply to his whole career.

telepersonality
concern to adapt techniques to the
needs of the service has characterized
his entire work since the day he joined
the Austrian Administration.
Born in Heidenreichstein, Lower
Austria, on 11 April 1903, Mr. Benno
Schaginger received all his education
in Vienna, where he studied law and
political science at the University.
Having obtained his doctorate, he
joined the PTT: a family vocation, no
doubt, as his father and brother were
already there.
He was immediately put in charge
of certain staff matters and of the
postal operations in the Postal Directorate of Vienna, Lower Austria and
Burgenland. In 1934 he was transferred to the General Directorate of
the Postal and Telegraph Administration where he was responsible mainly
for staff questions.
In 1938 he was dismissed from the
civil service for political reasons and
interned in Dachau concentration
camp. When Austria was liberated in
1945, he went back to work as Vice
Director in charge of all staff questions, finance, budget and buildings.
Finally, in April 1955, he was appointed Director-General of the Austrian
Postal and Telegraph Administration.
His entire career, briefly sketched
here, testifies to his unwavering
determination to make technique serve
human needs, or rather to make it the
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62 - BENNO SCHAGINGER

ally of man. Nowadays discoveries
succeed each other at a staggering
rate, but what good are they unless
they are used in the service of mankind? Thus, for Benno Schaginger,
the development and mechanization
of the postal service goes hand-in-hand
with the introduction of ambitious
social measures, such as the abolition
of Saturday afternoon, and Sunday
work, economy of effort through
the
rationalization,
erection
of
modern, functional and hygienic buildings, motorization of the mail delivery
system, and so on...
One can understand how, fired by
a task which demands wholehearted
devotion, Benno Schaginger has little
time for recreational activities, for
what would be his favourite pasttimes — photography and motoring.
Outside office hours, it is still his
social preoccupations which claim
most of his attention: interpretation
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of legislation on staff conditions,
writing legal articles, assistance for
old people and the Association of
SOS Children's Villages, etc. ..
At international level, his activity
has consistently been directed towards improving relations with the
Administrations
of neighbouring
countries and, farther afield, with
Postal and Telecommunication Administrations all over the world. All
those who attended the important
CCIR meeting at Vienna in the spring
of 1965 at which colour television was
the main problem debated, well
remember the warm welcome they
received from the Austrian Postal and
Telegraph Administration over whose
destinies Mr. Schaginger presides.
R. F.

(Original language: French)

THE MONITORING SERVICE
IN PORTUGAL
by

Amaro VIEIRA
PTT General Administration
Lisbon

1. Number of stations

T

in Portugal consists
of three fixed stations and a number of mobile
stations. The main station is at Lisbon, a few
kilometres outside the city. It is called the Southern
Monitoring Station (CCRS).
The second station is situated in the north, a few kilometres from the city of Oporto, and is called the Northern
Monitoring Station (CCRN).
The third and last station is in the Azores (Sao .Miguel
Island) in the outskirts of Ponta Delgada and is called
the Island Monitoring Station (CCRI).
The equipment in the Northern and Island stations is
of the same type as in the Southern station, but the installation is smaller.
HE MONITORING NETWORK

The mobile stations, of which there are two at present,
are used mainly for short-distance direction-finding—for
example, in case of difficulty in locating a source of interference. They may also be used, by changing the equipment carried, for measuring field strength. The number
of these mobile stations will shortly be increased.
A more fully equipped mobile station will be brought
into operation both for listening in to stations in the
MF and UHF bands and for measuring frequencies,
field strength and television station signal characteristics.
Bandwidth measurements may also be made in the
immediate vicinity of transmitters.

2. Administrative organization (see Annex)
For administrative purposes, the three monitoring
stations form part of the 2nd Division of the PTT Radio
Services Directorate.

tions. It thus acts as a " centralizing office " within the
meaning of Article 13 of the Radio Regulations. It also
runs the PTT Radio Laboratory.

This Division is responsible for all national and international monitoring matters, for all questions relating
to frequency assignment and notification and for liaison
on radio matters with the ITU and foreign Administra-

There are separate subdivisions for monitoring, the
assignment and notification of frequencies and the laboratory. Administratively, all monitoring station staff
come under the Monitoring Subdivision.
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3. Functions of the monitoring stations
The duties assigned to monitoring stations may be
summarized as follows:
a) systematic measurement of the frequencies used
by all Portuguese stations
b) identification and systematic measurement of the
frequencies used by foreign stations which are
capable of causing harmful interference to Portuguese stations
c) systematic measurement of the field strength of
the fundamental frequency and of the harmonics
of MF Portuguese stations which are received
at the monitoring stations by ground-wave
d) measurement and recording of the modulation
rates of the Portuguese stations referred to in (c)
e) measurement of the bandwidth of Portuguese
stations and, in some cases, of foreign stations
f) analysis of the operating conditions of foreign
stations, the frequency assignment notices of
which are published in an IFRB Weekly Circular
and which seem to be causing harmful interference to existing Portuguese stations
g) analysis of the operating conditions of foreign
stations already notified to the IFRB which may
suffer interference as a result of a new Portuguese
assignment notice
h) observations throughout the radio spectrum for
the purpose of detecting either spurious radiation
/
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i)

j)
k)

I)
m)

n)

by stations or the existence of unlicenced Portuguese stations or to check whether the traffic
handled by private Portuguese stations accords
with the terms of their licences
systematic watch on 500 kc/s and 2182 kc/s to
contribute to the safety of life and to ensure that
mobile service stations cease emissions on these
frequencies during the periods stipulated in the
Radio Regulations
continuous registration, in accordance with a fixed
schedule, of the occupation of the radio spectrum
systematic check of the operating conditions at
MF and LF maritime and aeronautical radio
beacons with a view to notifying the competent
authorities in case of breakdown
participation in IFRB monitoring programmes
co-operation with international organizations,
such as the European Broadcasting Union (EBU),
by carrying out measurements and observations
as requested
co-operation with other Administrations in determining the causes of interference

o) direction-finding to assist in identifying interfering stations or for other purposes
p) occasional observations and measurements as
required.

4. Co-ordination of monitoring station operations
As can be seen from the long list of duties above,
monitoring stations may be called upon to provide
information either for the Monitoring Subdivision or
for the Frequency Notification Subdivision.
Depending upon the nature of the observations to be
made, it may be advisable to assign a problem to a particular monitoring station because of its geographical
position. Other problems may be assigned to one mainland station or the other or even to one of the three monitoring stations. There is therefore the problem of dividing the work equitably between these three stations with
due regard to the staff and technical means available.
Another requirement is that information obtained at
any monitoring station on any problem must be centralized as rapidly as possible, in order to decide whether
another monitoring station should be alerted immediately
and asked to obtain further details.
There is a further point which should not be overlooked. The service frequently has to handle a number of
problems at the same time on which a given monitoring
In that case, one
station must furnish information.
or more cases may be neglected or, because of their

A

Southern Radio Monitoring Station (CCRS)—General view
Entrance to main CCRS building

▼

complexity, be pushed somewhat in the background.
Finally, in direction-finding observations, it is essential
to centralize the bearings obtained by the different
monitoring stations, or by other direction-finding stations co-operating in the monitoring system or by mobile
stations, in order to determine the position of the station
concerned and, if necessary, to direct the mobile stations
to it.
All these problems which arise in the normal operation
of a monitoring network led us to set up a small body
called Monitoring Station Co-ordination (see Annex).
All requests for observations submitted by the Monitoring or Frequency Notification Subdivisions are sent to
Co-ordination, whose offices are in the same building.
Co-ordination immediately inserts in a loose-leaf
ledger a sheet on which the nature of the problem is
noted. Then, in the light of the nature of the problem,
this office assigns it to the station which has the staff
and equipment to deal with it, and issues instructions by
the most rapid possible means (see paragraph 6) for its
solution.
Co-ordination notes on the sheet the station or stations
to which the case has been assigned.
Observations are forwarded, as they are completed,
to Co-ordination which records them on the case sheet.

It is thus in a position, at any time, to request further
observations either from the original station or from other
stations or to give instructions for their improvement.
When Co-ordination considers that sufficient information is available to solve the problem, it enters its findings on the case sheet and so advises the stations involved.
It then sends the sheet to the subdivision concerned.
Each day, at a certain time, Co-ordination examines its

loose-leaf record and ensures that stations have replied
to its questions. If a reply is missing, an immediate
explanation is required.
Any anomalies observed by a station which are unconnected with any monitoring request are likewise
reported to Co-ordination, which immediately sends
the observation to the subdivision concerned or, if
necessary, treats them as a new question.

5. Internal organization of the stations
Each monitoring station is headed by a technician.
At Lisbon and Oporto, the chief has an assistant who is
responsible for the maintenance service.
The station chief and his assistant (who usually work
in shifts but overlap part of the time) are responsible not
only for administration and discipline, but also for the
staff's working conditions, for arrangement of work, etc.
All three stations operate 24 hours per day, seven days
a week.
To maintain this service, operators are divided as a
rule into three eight-hour shifts, which, however, are so
arranged that each operator actually does seven hours a
day, in two watches, with an hour's rest in between.
Each team's duty period is changed daily, so that, after
a certain time, it has worked each of the watches.
The most able operator in each shift is made head of
the shift. He is responsible for guiding and supervising
the team and distributes the work among the various
operators. He is, as it were, responsible vis-a-vis Coordination for all the work of his group. As will be seen

under 8.3, he has a special desk from which he can
supervise the work of each operator.
Maintenance is performed at each station by teams
of technicians. However, when major repairs or calibration have to be carried out, the work is done by the staff
of the Laboratory (which is housed in the same building
as the Lisbon station).
The staffing of each station depends on the size of the
station and on its equipment. Staff numbers are roughly
as follows:

Category

Head of monitoring station
Deputy
Operators
Maintenance technicians

Northern
Monitoring
Station

Southern
Monitoring
Station

1
1
14
1

1
1
30
3

Field

Island
Monitoring
Station

1
—

14
1

strength

measurement

room
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Equipment for standard
frequency comparisons

The operators and maintenance technicians attend
periodical refresher courses and compete for cash prizes
which are awarded to the most deserving.
The head of the shift, following instructions from the
head of the station (or his deputy), divides the members
of the shift into the following two groups:
a)

those who must carry out special observations
on the cases assigned it by Co-ordination

b)

those who must carry out general observations
in the frequency subbands specified.

The results of the operators' observations are sent to
the head of the shift, who selects them and, if of interest,
passes them on to Co-ordination.
Whenever a monitoring station identifies a new radio
station, the details are reported to the other monitoring
stations. This is a great help in identifying radio stations.

6. Intercommunication
The equipment described below is used to ensure rapid
communication between the monitoring stations or between the latter and Co-ordination or mobile stations.
Each monitoring station is connected to the telephone
network in the normal way.

Co-ordination has a teleprinter connected to the telex
network and a private teleprinter which is connected
by special cable to another private teleprinter at the
Lisbon monitoring station.

The Lisbon and Oporto stations are also linked to
the national telex network.

Co-ordination also has a VHF control station for
communication with the Lisbon station and with the
mobile stations. There is a similar station at Oporto for
communication with the mobile stations.

All three stations have HF transmitters for interstation communication, by telephony or telegraphy (or
audible automatic morse and teleprinter).

The Lisbon station works as a radio transmitting and
receiving station for communication with the Ponta
Delgada station in the Azores.

7. Notification of operating bodies
As soon as monitoring results indicating irregular
operation of a Portuguese station (frequency outside the
tolerance, excessive spurious radiation level, over-modulation, etc.) arrive at the Monitoring Subdivision a written
notification is sent to the body responsible for operating
the radio station and, if the fault continues, appropriate
measures are taken.
At the end of each month, a bulletin is published
giving the results of all frequency measurements, field
strengths, harmonics, and all the observations carried out

at the various monitoring stations. The bulletin is sent
to all the bodies responsible for the operation of the
radio stations.
The bulletin gives the frequency measurements for each
Portuguese radio station, either in the form of a graph
or as indicated in CCIR Document No. 1 /2 (Geneva 1962).
In that way, the following two parameters are given for
each station:
a) mis tuning, i.e. the deviation of the mean characteristic frequency during the month from the
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b)

frequency, expressed as a percentage of the tolerance permitted by the Regulations

mean frequency, also expressed as a percentage
of the tolerance.

instability, i.e. the standard deviation of the
measured frequency with respect to the monthly

These two parameters give a fairly accurate idea of
the variations of a station's frequency from the assigned
frequency during the month.

8. General description of the Southern Monitoring Station (Lisbon)
As mentioned above,, the three Portuguese monitoring
stations are able, in general, to effect the same types of
observation, but do not possess the same quantity of
apparatus.
Lisbon is the largest station. We shall try to give a
general idea of its equipment and installation conditions.
It is installed in a specially equipped building, about
fifteen kilometres from Lisbon. The entire group of
installations is spread over about 17 hectares; this area
is rectangular in shape, the longest side being about
800 metres long.

8.1

the pairs being used for communicating with the Oporto
station, the other with the Ponta Delgada station.
There is also a low-gain rhombic antenna for communicating with Ponta Delgada.
Any transmitter can be connected to any antenna by
a remote-controlled coaxial switching set.
8.2

The following antennae are used for reception:
a) a Beveridge antenna about 600 metres long directed
towards north-east Europe, for low and medium
frequencies
b) a vertical biconical-cage antenna covering the
2-30 Mc/s band
c) a vertical broad-band antenna which, by the use
of suitable transformers, covers the 20-800 kc/s
and 1000-25 000 kc/s bands

Transmission system

One end of the rectangle is occupied by the transmitter
antenna system and by a small building which houses
the HF transmitters for communication with the other
stations (see under 6 above), these transmitters being
controlled from the main building.
The transmitter antenna system is made up of two
pairs of suitably directed broad-band dipoles, one of

Receiving antenna system

Ordinary listening and frequency measurement positions
V

Equipment for transmitting and receiving automatic transmissions

►

d)

e)
f)
g)

four rhombic antennae, so directed as to cover
the most important directions—especially for
practical purposes—in the 7-20 Mc/s band. Two
of these antennae work in reality as unidirectional
antennae, but they can receive emissions from
opposite directions simultaneously. The system
thus works like a system of six-unidirectional
antennae
a broad-band discone antenna for the 30-80 Mc/s
band
a broad-band discone antenna for the 80-300 Mc/s
band
a narrow-band dipole antenna with reflectors, fixed
to the top of a 100-metre pylon. This antenna,
which is remote-controlled, can be steered to any
direction, and permits changes in the polarization
plane and the frequency for which it is tuned.
It can cover the 80-300 Mc/s band.

The transmission lines of these antennae are all via
underground coaxial cables.
All of the above antennae, except the one described
under g), are connected to separator amplifiers, each of
which has six outputs. Some of them lead direct to certain
receivers, or to coaxial switches situated near other
receivers. The remaining outputs are connected to a
crossbar coaxial switchboard, to which either the antenna
terminals of certain receivers, or coaxial switch positions
situated after the receiver outputs are also connected.

Thus, the antenna-receiver link can be provided in
two ways:
a)
b)

certain receivers can be connected to any antenna,
the choice being made at the switchboard,
other receivers can be connected to certain antennae by closing the coaxial switch and, in addition, to one of the other antennae chosen at the
switchboard.

The antenna described under g) is connected straight
to the switchboard.

8.3

Ordinary listening positions

For the routine work of listening to stations, there are
eight independent desks specially designed for the purpose
with one operator at each desk.
The desks are all the same except for the one used by
the head of the shift.
Each desk corresponds to a frequency band.
Each desk has two receivers, the outputs being so
connected as to enable the operator to listen by depressing
a special switch, at
a) the output of receiver 1
b) the output of receiver 2
c) the outputs of both receivers.
In this way it is possible either to speed up the work
of identifying stations by tuning the receivers to the
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a highly-sensitive spectrum analyzer used for
measuring bandwidths and obtaining photographs
of the spectra observed
g) the interconnection equipment of the 45.5 and
50-baud teleprinters or of the inverters at the output
of one of the receivers, allowing reception of Al,
A2, F1 and F6 emissions
h) crossbar switchboards making it possible to connect
any automatic telegraph receiver system to any
receiver
i) a 14-channel magnetic-tape recording system in
permanent operation with a certain number of
channels permanently connected to the output of
the receivers normally used, so as to record everything listened to in the station. This ensures that
reports from the station correspond to the real
position, and also enables the work of the operators
to be supervised
j) jack bedplates, at which all the low-frequency
lead-ins and outs of the entire equipment terminate,
so that they can be interconnected as required
k) frequency-inversion secret telephone installations
which can be used either for reception or transmission.
f)

different stations to be identified, or to follow a communication between two stations.
The desk of the head of shift is equipped with a single
receiver only. By closing a switch the chief operator
can connect up his earphones either to the receiver output
or in parallel with the headphones of any operator, in
order to follow the latter's work.
The receivers of the positions described above have
coaxial switches to connect them with the antennae by
the method described in 8.2 b).
8.4

Positions for frequency measurement

Two independent positions are available for frequency
measurement. Each uses the frequency standard installed
at the station (see 8.8) and allows of measurements of
up to 600 Mc/s.
Each position consists of a desk at which are installed
both the measuring equipment, with two associated
receivers, and the auxiliary equipment.
One position is equipped with a high-stability transfer
oscillator, measurements being made by electrometer.
The measuring apparatus in the second position is a
frequency synthesizer.
In both cases all the beats required for measurement
purposes are obtained by means of an oscilloscope, in
relation to the frequency of 1000 c/s produced by the
frequency standard.
One feature of the installation which is extremely
useful in operation is that the operator at any measuring
position merely by operating an ordinary switch and a
coaxial switch, can measure a transmission received by
any receiver at the station, using that same receiver.
Each frequency measurement desk has a spectrum
analyzer for:
a) bandwidth measurement
b) identification of the type of emission
c) obtaining the beat of local frequency of the
measuring system with the reference frequency of
the transmission.
8.5

One special desk has an independent unit for automatic
recording of occupancy of the spectrum.
Finally, in this summary description, we may mention
the existence of receivers for Hell transmissions.
Except for the coaxial antenna cables leading straight
from the switchboard to the listening or measuring
positions, or to the different racks, the cabling of the
station, running through conduits is carried out in a
special way.
All the positions or racks are connected by a more
than ample number of cables to a distribution frame of
the type used in telephone exchanges.

Auxiliary equipment

In addition to the equipment of the listening positions
and the frequency measurement positions described in
the preceding sections, the station possesses 55 racks on
which are installed:
a) receivers of similar type to those in the listening
and measurement positions
b) single and double sideband receivers, one of which
permits the retransmission of radio programmes
c) adaptors for single sideband permitting the reception of double sideband stations where there is
interference on one of the bands
d) a television receiver for monitoring television
transmissions
e) instruments for measuring the modulation rates of
radio-broadcasting or other double sideband stations and the frequency deviation of frequencymodulated stations, either by oscillograph or
recordings
84
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On this frame the connections are made to set up the
required circuits.
Thus the installation is extremely adaptable. If the
position of a given piece of equipment is changed from
one rack to another, all that is necessary is to remake
the connections in the distributor frame, without any need
to run new cables through the ducts.

8.6

Radio direction-finding

Bearings in the 550-30 000 kc/s band can be taken on
an Adcock automatic radio direction-finder installed at
a desk near the listening and frequency-measuring
positions.
The antennae for direction-finding are installed at some
distance (app. 450 metres) to reduce to the minimum the
errors caused by the station's receiving antennae.
The station has a second direction-finder of the aircraft
type for taking bearings in the 150-2000 kc/s band.

8.7

Field strength measurements

One of the station rooms is designed for field strength
measurements and contains measuring equipment cover-

ing the 100 kc/s to 1000 Mc/s band. Special calibrated
antennae can be used with this apparatus.

of one second obtained from each oscillator by means of
decade dividers.

For measurements in the band ranging up to about
30 Mc/s the station has an inverse-cone antenna, erected
sufficiently far from the other antennae and connected
to the equipment by underground coaxial cable. Great
care has been taken with the earthing system and the
unit is duly calibrated. By employing calibrated oscillators, the best receivers in the station can be used with
a stable power-supply, to carry out field measurements.

The corrections thus obtained enable the most suitable
oscillator to be selected to excite a continuous phaseshifter into which the correction is introduced. The output
of this phase-shifter serves as the standard frequency for
measurements.
The same phase-shifter is used to distribute throughout
the building the standard frequencies of 100, 10 and 1 kc/s
and, simultaneously, the time.

The field strength metering equipment or receivers used
for this purpose can be connected through a crossbar
switchboard to strip recorders or apparatus which gives
by mechanical integration the distribution of field
strength values in time.

If the public power supply breaks down, the standard
frequency oscillators and the entire auxiliary equipment
in permanent operation are connected without interruption to a power-supply system consisting of batteries and
rotary converters.

8.8

8.9

Frequency standard

Station power-supply

The frequency standard of the Lisbon station is constituted by three quartz oscillators with a stability superior
to 10~9.

The station's power-supply comes as high tension
current. A transformer substation in an annex supplies
the current required by the station.

The three oscillators are installed in a cellar in the
building specially adapted for the purpose, where the
temperature is kept constant to within less than one
degree centigrade.

An emergency generating set (Diesel motor and alternator) of 70 kVA, with compressed air automatic starting,
is also available, in case of failure of the high tension
network.

From each oscillator are obtained, by division, frequencies of 100, 10 and 1 kc/s, which serve for comparison
of the oscillators with each other.

The time required for bringing the generator into
operation is about six seconds.

For this purpose we have frequency discriminators
in continuous operation, from which the difference
between the frequencies of all three oscillators, expressed
in microseconds, can be determined. A phase discriminator in permanent operation records differences in each
pair of oscillators.
Comparison of the oscillators is made by the oscillographic method with standard frequency stations (MSF,
WWV and Droitwich). It is also made with stations
transmitting time signals (GBR and others), either by
electrometer or by the oscilloscopic method, using pulses

8.10

Warning signals

A visual, and in some cases a sound signal, indicates
failures in certain parts of the system (high tension
power-supply, emergency generating plant, magnetic tape
recording system, etc.).
The same signalling system also indicates, in conjunction with the time-signal, the periods of watch on the
500 and 2182 kc/s frequencies.
(Original language: French)
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CORRESPONDENCE!

To

THE EDITOR

Dear Sir,
Having read the article Competition in Satellite Communications ? in your August number, and the welcome extended
therein to readers to send in their views, I am writing to give
my thoughts on this subject.
1. As I understand it, no such " U.S. Communication
Satellite Corporation " as that described in the comment
from the periodical Spaceflight in fact exists. To verify
the global character of the said corporation it will suffice
to consult the Telecommunication Journal for April last,
which lists, on page 143, the 45 countries which so far
compose it.
Though it was the United States of America which
sponsored such a corporation, that does not signify that
it is the property, or under the sole jurisdiction of, the
United States, since:
(a) The Preamble to the Agreement which was signed,
in its first considerandum, states: " Recalling the
principle set forth in Resolution No. 1721 (XVI) of
the General Assembly of the United Nations that
communications by means of satellites should be
available to the nations of the world as soon as
practicable on a global and non-discriminatory
basis ". It is evident that this is not inconsistent
with the spirit of affirmation (a) in Resolution
No. 1A of the Extraordinary Administrative Radio
Conference (EARC), Geneva 1963, that " international satellite systems should provide for the
interests and requirements of all countries, " but
rather is a faithful reflection of that belief.
(b) To become a shareholder in the Global Commercial
Communications Satellite System an Administration
merely has to be a Member of the ITU; (see
Article XII (a), subparagraph (ii) of the Agreement establishing interim Arrangements).
(c) The share-quota is determined by the percentage of
international traffic handled by an Administration,
according to the official figures.
(d) To become a member of the Interim Committee
(Executive Committee) all that is required is to have
a share-quota of 1.5% (the Argentine Republic,
Brazil, Canada, France, Italy, Japan, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Federal
Republic of Germany and the Confederation of
Switzerland hold largest percentages). Similarly,
two or more Administrations, the sum of whose
quotas is equal to or exceeds 1.5%, can have a
joint representative on the Committee.
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(e) Before authorizing the installation of an earth station
in the system, the Committee takes into account
the Recommendations of the CCITT and CCIR
of the ITU and other considerations (Article 7 (a)
of the Special Agreement).
(f) Article IX of the Agreement, referring to the definitive arrangements which will replace the existing
one by 1 January 1969 (paragraph (b), subparagraph (i), provides that the aims for the definitive
arrangements " shall be consonant with the principles set forth in the Preamble to this Agreement, "
(including that of being available to the nations of
the world on a global and non-discriminatory basis).
In subparagraph (ii) it is established that, just as
in the case of the interim Agreement, all Member
States of the ITU may accede to the definitive
arrangements.
(g) The fact that the United States sponsored the scheme
need not give rise to suspicion, in view of its experience and achievements in the field (the series
Echo, Telstar, Relay, Syncom, Courier and Score).
2. Though the purpose of the Global Commercial Communications Satellite System is to " establish a single
global commercial communications satellite system as
part of an improved global communications network
which will provide expanded telecommunications services to all areas of the world, and which will contribute
to world peace and understanding ", as far as I am
aware, there is no prohibition, specific or tacit, nor can
there be any such prohibition in international legislation
or case-law, against establishing such regional or world
systems, as may be desired, though I doubt the possibility of their acceptance or of co-operation in such
systems by the various Administrations, in view of the
fact that there is already one in existence, operated by a
" Global Corporation ", in which a majority of countries
have made considerable investment. One small but
significant item may serve as an illustration. Though
the Soviet Union possesses its own satellite communication system, it made use of Early Bird to transmit
an international sporting event which took place on
its territory, via the earth station of Fucino in Italy.
(Telecommunication Journal, September 1965, page 341).
3. Just as the Communications Satellite Corporation
(COMSAT), the limited company appointed as administrator for the " Global Corporation ", has employed
the services of the Hughes Aircraft Company for the
design and construction of satellite HS-303, called
Early Bird, so it may entrust similar work to the European Organization for Space Research (ESRO), or to one
of the specialized factories in Europe, provided, of course,
that the plans or designs are better, and more satisfactory than the others submitted. The Committee
may eventually conclude a direct contract with one of
the signatory countries which possess the manufacturing
facilities mentioned in Andrew G. Haley's article, as is
provided for by Article 10 of the Special Agreement.
4. I have no doubt that in the near future independent
commercial satellites will come into existence but I
repeat that in view of the presumed possibility of 1200
commercial satellite voice channels, as announced in
the case of the HS-304 (Telecommunication Journal,
April 1965), and of 50 000 voice channels for the HS-307,
I think the creation of other " markets " will be very
difficult, particularly if multiple access is ensured to the
venture on which COMSAT is working intensively,

and also, as in the case of the Global Corporation, if
signatory Administrations find it worth their while to
participate in the commercial enterprise not only for
the operation of international traffic, which will gradually take over from terrestrial services, but also for
traffic with space stations, as may presumably occur
with the execution of the Apollo Project of the United
States National Aeronautics and Space Administration

(NASA) in all its phases, including landing on the
moon and subsequent return to earth, quite apart from
other undoubtedly profitable uses of contributory or
supplementary projects.
HECTOR TIZEIRA

Vice-Commodore
Argentine Air Force
Buenos Aires
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(Microwave tubes). Proceedings
of the 5th International Congress, Paris, 14-18 September
1965 \

TUBES POUR HYPERFREQUENCES

While industry is expanding rapidly in the field of microwave
tubes, research workers are pursuing their laboratory studies
of the generation of super high and extremely high frequencies.
These activities are extending to new areas where electromagnetic waves can be created and detected in unusual
frequency, power and sensitivity conditions.
In order to take stock of the knowledge acquired, to compare
technological experience and to exchange ideas, the engineers
and technicians who contributed actively to developing this
new discipline decided in 1956 to hold regular congresses
at which they could meet. Such meetings have been held in
Paris (1956), London (1958), Munich (1960), The Hague (1962)
and Paris (1964).
The 5th International Congress on Microwave Tubes, sponsored by the National Federation of Electronic Industries
(Federation nationale des industries electroniques), was organized in Paris from 14 to 18 September 1964 by the French
Association of Electronic and Radio Engineers (Societe
frangaise des electroniciens et des radio electriciens) and the
French Association of Vacuum Engineers and Technicians
(Societe frangaise des ingenieurs et technicians du vide).

This volume reproduces the papers submitted at the 5th
International Congress on Microwave Tubes. The participants,
and those who were unable to attend but who are interested
in these questions, will find it interesting documentation and
a fully up-to-date reference book.

, by Albert

DEVELOPMENT PLANNING: LESSONS OF EXPERIENCE

Waters ton .
2

This is a comparative study of development planning in
over 100 countries in Asia, Africa, Europe, and the Americas.
It attempts to identify when, how and why planning has been
successful or unsuccessful, and to draw relevant lessons of
experience therefrom.
During the past seven years the World Bank has gathered
information about national planning experiences and problems.
The countries studied were at many different stages of economic
advancement, some with socialized economies, others with
mixed economies. The author brings the information together
in this volume.
He divides his study into two parts. Part I describes and
analyzes the planning process in the countries under review,
with special emphasis on the problems associated with
implementation of development plans. This part lays the
substantive foundation for the organizational and administrative discussion in Part II. Although the author includes
theoretical information, his approach is primarily pragmatic.
Author of Planning in Pakistan, Planning in Yugoslavia, and
Planning in Morocco, Mr. Albert Waterston is Advisor on
Planning Organization, Development Services Department,
the World Bank.
A. El-Zanati

A. EL-ZANATI

One bound volume; pp. xxxix+528, illustrations, tables, diagrams. 21 X 30 cm. Published by Dunod Editeur, 92 rue Bonaparte,
Paris 6e, 1965. Price 260 French francs.
1

One bound volume; pp. xix+706. 23x16 cm. Published by
The Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore, United States, 1965. Price
86 shillings in United Kingdom only.
2
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Journal

SEVENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
Telegraphy and telephony in the
colony of Victoria, Australia
Main telephone networks—The number of sub-

scribers connected to the main office in Melbourne
is constantly increasing; in the past year, this
number increased by 254 reaching the total of
1716 subscribers.
As the number of subscribers increases, however
the switchboard operators are finding it more and
more difficult, in peak periods, to handle the
traffic on the 100 lines which the board was
originally designed to serve. To facilitate matters,
the Administration has decided to enlarge the
switchboard so that each operator will have no
more than 50 signal flaps to attend to. While the
necessary extension work is being carried out, the
number of switchboard operators has been
doubled, but as they have little room in which to
work they get in each other's way, and although
the speed with which calls are set up has been
stepped up with the new arrangement, it is certainly nowhere near the rate which will be possible once the new switchgear has been installed.

News

The Archiv fur Post und Telegraphic quotes a
moving letter from a widow in Berlin which
must have touched the heart of the Secretary
of State and explains why he is so popular.
" The reason I am taking the liberty to-day of
sending to Your Excellency my heartfelt wishes
for your happiness " the letter reads, " is that
I should like just once to express the deep gratitude I feel towards you. It is thanks to the
organization you have introduced in the postal
service and especially in the Postal. Union that
I have been able to remain constantly in touch
with my children far away.
My son, who has served for five years as an
army doctor in the Dutch East Indies, has been
able to write to me every other Tuesday and not
a single letter or card has ever gone astray.
You will appreciate how much that means to a
mother."
Journal telegraphique — February 1891

ADVERTISE IN THE
TELECOMMUNICATION JOURNAL !
The Telecommunication Journal is the official organ of the International Telecommunication Union, the United Nations specialized agency for telecommunications.
It appears once a month in separate English, French and Spanish editions. It is read
by the senior officials and directors of all major organizations, both governmental and
private, which operate telecommunication services,

and it is a unique medium of

publicity for the manufacturers of equipment used in the management and operation
of such services.
For further information on advertising in the Telecommunication Journal, contact
Annonces-Service Post S.A., Wydackerring 140, 8047 Zurich (Switzerland)
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Solar indices for
ionospheric propagation

A monthly
note from the CCIR

THE FOLLOWING TABLES, giving values of the basic indices for ionospheric propagation have been prepared by the Specialized Secretariat
of the International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR) in accordance with CCIR Resolution 4, Recommendation 371, and Report 246.
Note: A considerable amount of information on ionospheric indices will be found in an article by C. M. Minnis, entitled Ionospheric indices
on pages 1-36 of the recent publication Advances in radio research, volume 2, edited by J. A. Saxton {Academic Press, London and New York,
1964).

• If2 ****

Parameters:
• R12 (smoothed mean, over twelve months, of the number of
sunspots observed):

Month

2

3

4

5

6

7

25

28

31

34

37

(40)

Year
Month

Year
1964
1965

IF

•

1

2

1

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

19
12

18
12

15
12

13
13

11
15

10
15

10
16

10

10

10

10

11

2

**** Data kindly supplied by the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research, Radio and Space Research Station, Slough.
The figure in brackets is the value forecast six months in advance.

(ionospheric index):

Month (year 1965)
1

1966

Estimate of the error in
4

3

6

5

7

8

9

10

11

IF

predictions:

12
Month
(1966)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Maximum
Minimum

+ 10.5
—8.5

+ 20.3
—11.5

+21.5
—13.5

+ 21.7
—15.5

+ 22
—17.4

+ 21.5
—19.4

+ 20.5
-20.5

7(1)* 5(1)* 20(1)* 18(1)* 10(1)* 15(1)* 17(1)* 12(1)* 9(1)* 6(1)* 6(D* -1(1)*

Month (year 1966)

1

15(1)

* The figures in brackets represent the number of values of foF2
which have not yet reached the CCIR Secretariat, and which have
not therefore been taken into account in the calculation of Ip2. For
further details, see the Telecommunication Journal, April 1964,
page 119.
With regard to the data contained in CCIR Report 246, one ionospheric sounding station has ceased to operate—Puerto Rico (in
June 1963). The values of Ip2, that include the figure (1) in brackets
are therefore, as from the month of June 1963, definitive values
for Ip2. Furthermore the sounding station Fairbanks (College) did
not operate during the period August-October 1963. For this period
the definitive values of Ip2 are those including the figure (2) in
brackets.
• 0 (monthly mean value of solar noise flux)**:
Month

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

75

74

72

78

77

74

75

76

80

76

76

1
Year
1965
1966

78

** Data kindly supplied by the National Research Council,
Ottawa.

Forecasts for the next few months (1 February 1966)***:
• Rl2
Month
Year^-^
1966

2

3

4

5

6

7

24

25

26

28

30

32

*** Data kindly supplied by Professor Waldmeier, Federal Observatory, Zurich.
Estimated error in forecasts of R12: d= 10

Analysis of 7F predictions during 1963, 1964 and 1965
2
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official

annoucements

Calendar of ITU conferences and meetings
Date

Title

Place

1966
International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee (CCITT):
21 February-2 March

Study Group VII (Means of expression)

Geneva

15-17 March

Working Party 3 (Questions relative to transmission channels for facsimile
telegraphy) of Study Group XIV

Geneva

28 March-1 April

Working Party 5 (Editing of Volume IV) of Study Group IV

Geneva

28 March-1 April

Working Party IV/5 (Maintenance instructions for new systems)

Geneva

14-22 April

Study Group XI (Telephone switching and signalling)

25-29 April

GAS 4 (Primary power supply)

25 April-3 May

Study Group XIII (Automatic and semi-automatic telephone networks)

26-28 April

Working Party " New alphabet" (Joint meeting with Subcommittee 2 of
Technical Committee 97 of the International Organization for Standardization)

27-29 April

Working Party " Synchronous telegraphy "

Geneva

2-5 May

Study Group VIII (Telegraph apparatus)

Geneva

3-6 May

Special Study Group B (World telephone network)

New York

3-9 May

Study Group XII (Telephone transmission quality)

Geneva

6-10 June

Study Group XVI (Telephone circuits)

Geneva

13-21 June

Working Party IV/1 (Maintenance of category B circuits)

Geneva

New York
Geneva
New York
Paris

International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee (CCITT) and
International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR):
21 February-2 March

GAS 3 (Economic and technical comparison of transmission systems)

7-11 March

Joint Special Study Group C (Circuit noise)

21 March-1 April

Plan Committee for Europe and the Mediterranean Basin

Rabat
Geneva
Paris

14 March-6 May

Second session of the Aeronautical Conference

Geneva

9 May-4 June

Administrative Council

Geneva

International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR):
22 June-22 July

Xlth Plenary Assembly

Oslo

International Frequency Registration Board (IFRB):
5-16 September
19 September-7 October

Seminar on frequency management and use of the radio frequency spectrum

Geneva

African LF/MF Broadcasting Conference

Geneva

World Administrative Radio Conference to deal with matters relating to the
maritime mobile service

Geneva

1967
Second quarter
(8 weeks)
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NOTICE OF VACANCY IN THE GENERAL
SECRETARIAT
(Department of Technical Co-operation)
A post of Engineer II, (grade P4), in the General Secretariat (Department of Technical Co-operation) has been
advertized by Circular Letter No. 1669/55/67/Pe of

10 December 1965, which has been sent to all Members
of the ITU.
Only applications forwarded through Administrations
can be considered; detailed applications with personal
histories should be submitted to the ITU General Secretariat, Place des Nations, Geneva, not later than 10 April
1966.

Invitations accepted to conferences or meetings external to the Union
Date

Organization

Nature of conference
or meeting

Place

International Civil
Aviation Organization

Fifth EuropeanMediterranean Regional
Air Navigation Meeting

Geneva

Mr. J. ZLOLKOWSKI
(Chairman, IFRB)
Mr. J. A. GRACIE (IFRB)

Nth Session
of the Inland Transport and
Communications Committee

Bangkok

Mr. K. V. PAI
(ITU regional expert)

22nd Session

New Delhi

Mr. K. V. PAI
(ITU regional expert)

Third Colloquium
on Microwave
Communication

Budapest

Representatives

1966
1-27 February

(ICAO)

18-24 February

Economic Commission
for Asia and the Far East
(ECAFE)

22 March-4 April

Economic Commission
for Asia and the Far East
(ECAFE)

19-22 April

Hungarian Academy
of Sciences
Telecommunication
Scientific Society

Mr.

A. KACHEL (CCIR)

List of recent and forthcoming publications
of the International Telecommunication Union
The following letters indicate the languages in which
documents are published:
S for Spanish
F for French
E for English
R for Russian
C for Chinese
Prices are in Swiss francs.

Note
A comprehensive list of all the publications of the Union
will be supplied free on request.

I. Publications issued since the last number of the Journal
List of international monitoring stations, 2nd edition, November 1965
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

General telephone statistics, 1964
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

Table of international telex relations, on 31 December 1964
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

International Frequency Registration Board (IFRB):
Summary of monitoring information received by the IFRB
No. 113 (October 1965)
Trilingual edition F, E, S.
Summary of monitoring information received by the IFRB on the use
by broadcasting stations of the exclusive high frenquency broadcasting bands (BC 10)
Period 19-25 December 1965
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee
(CCITT):
List of definitions of essential telecommunication terms, Part I
Supplement No. 2 (Data transmission)
Multilingual edition F, E, S, R.
Price: 4.80 Swiss francs.
IHrd Plenary Assembly, Geneva, June 1964
Red Book
Vol. Vbis — Additions and amendments (Quality of telephone
transmission, local networks and telephone apparatus). Series P
Opinions. Questions submitted to Study Group XII.
(Qualite de transmission telephonique, reseaux locaux et appareils
telephoniques. Avis de la serie P. Questions de la Commission XII)
French edition.
Blue Book
Vol. IV — Transmission maintenance of international lines,
circuits and chains of circuits. Series M and N Opinions.
(Maintenance pour la transmission des lignes, des circuits et des
chaines de circuits internationaux. Avis des series M et N)
French edition.
Vol. Vm — Data transmission
(Transmission de donnees)
French edition.
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Manual on high-frequency directional antennae
Separate editions in F, E, S.

II. Forthcoming publications
Final Acts of the Plenipotentiary Conference, Montreux 1965:
International Telecommunication Convention, Montreux 1965
with Annexes, Final Protocol, Additional Protocols, Resolutions,
Recommendations and Opinions and a subject index
Separate editions in F, E, S, R, C.
Optional Additional Protocol on the compulsory settlement of
disputes
Separate editions in F, E, S, R, C.
Minutes of plenary meetings of the conference
Separate editions in F, E, S.
List of telegraph offices, 22nd edition, January 1966
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

Tape recording of different classes of emission and of the procedure
for dealing with interference problems
Original: English; French and Spanish translations.

International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee
(CCITT):

General Plan for the development of the international network in
Latin America, 1965-1968
Trilingual edition F, E, S.
Directives
Spanish edition possibly.

Summary of monitoring information received by the IFRB
No. 114 (November 1965)
Trilingual edition F, E, S.
Summary of monitoring information received by the IFRB on the use
by broadcasting stations of the exclusive high frequency broadcasting bands
6 Summaries per year:
4 Summaries related with the last and first weeks of any two
consecutive seasonal schedules
2 Summaries related with the seventh week of any four-month
seasonal schedule
Trilingual edition F, E, S.
High frequency broadcasting schedules
(4 publications per annum)
Trilingual edition F, E, S.
List of radiodetermination and special service stations (List VI),
3rd edition, 1966
Separate editions in F, E, possibly in S, R, C.

Codes and abbreviations for use in international telecommunication,
2nd edition
Spanish edition.
Ilnd Plenary Assembly, New Delhi, 1960
Red Book
Vol. V. Spanish edition.
mrd Plenary Assembly, Geneva, June 1964
Red Book
Vol. Vbis — Additions and amendments (Quality of telephone
transmission, local networks and telephone apparatus)
Separate editions in E, S.
Blue Book

Report of the First Session of the Extraordinary Administrative
Aeronautical Radio Conference, Geneva, January-February 1964
Separate editions in F, E, S.
Table of international telex relations, on 31 December 1965
Trilingual edition F, E, S.
Alphabetical list of call signs of maritime mobile service stations
(List VIIA), 3rd edition, February 1966.
Multilingual edition F, E, S, R, C.
List of international telephone routes, 6th edition, January 1966.
Trilingual edition F, E, S.

Vol. I — List of participants. Minutes of the meetings of the
Plenary Assembly. Reports, Resolutions, Opinions. Study Groups
in 1964-1968. List of Questions to be studied in 1964-1968 —
Means of expression. Spanish edition.
Vol. II — Telephone and telegraph operation tariffs.
Spanish edition.
Vol. in — Line transmission.
Separate editions in F, E, S.
Vol. IV — Transmission maintenance of international lines,
circuits and chains of circuits.
Separate editions in E, S.
Vol. VI — Telephone signalling and switching
Separate editions in F, E, S.

International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR):

Vol. VII — Telegraph technique
Separate editions in F, E, S.

Xth Plenary Assembly, Geneva, 1963
Vol. VI — List of participants. Reports to the Plenary Assembly.
Resolutions of a general nature. Place of the Xlth Plenary
Assembly, etc. Spanish edition.
Vol. VII — Minutes of plenary meetings. Spanish edition.

A*c
I
Conditions
OT sale

Vol. VHI — Data transmission
Separate editions in E, S.
Vol. IX — Protection against disturbances. Protection of cable
sheaths and poles. Spanish edition.

All documents ordered from the General Secretariat of the ITU
(Place des Nations, 1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland) must be paid for
*n ac^vance- Documents must be paid for in Swiss francs when they
are ordered, unless a cash-on-delivery arrangement is requested.
Methods of payment:
a) Switzerland: postal cheque account - Geneve 12-50
b) Other countries: international postal order or bank transfer on
the Societe de Banque Suisse, Geneva.

The prices quoted include packing costs and carriage by surface mail.
As the General Secretariat of the ITU sells its publications on a non-profit-making and non-discount basis, no
reduction can be made to booksellers.
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a timely publication
of interest to the entire
telecommunication world
the main subject headings:
tele

• What are telecommunications?
• The requirements are unlimited

communications

• Non-stop technical progress
• Opening the door of the future
• The telecommunications industry
• Telecommunications networks

space

age

• Worldwide mass telecommunications
• The need for international cooperation
• Cooperation between various interests
THE WORLD TELECOMMUNICATIONS IN THE SPACE AGE

• Telecommunication as a public service
• Prospects of the space age

Telecommunications in the Space Age will not only interest all those who are professionally
connected with telecommunications, but will also provide a source of valuable and fascinating
information for government policy makers, for the general public and for universities and
schools on the growing role that telecommunications play in political, economic and social
life all over the world.

Available now in English at 6 US dollars per copy (or the equivalent in any currency) from:
LE MONDE ECONOMIQUE — SPACE AGE
'

Editorial Office for European and American Countries:
91 Avenue des Champs Ely sees, Paris, France.
Publishing Plant: Istituto Geografico de Agostini,
Novara, Italy

Philips may have the answer to your problems too:

I

S

B

Increasing traffic demands may force you to make an even more intensive use of existing radio
circuits.
A solution will then be found in the highly efficient Philips ISB systems.
The comprehensive range of Philips radio communication equipment offers many possibilities in this
respect; for instance, the simultaneous transmission of up to four 3 kc/s telephone channels or of a
great many teleprinter channels.
Philips thus, once again, enable you to make more efficient use of your equipment and your capital
outlay.
A booklet," Shop talk on radio communication", is available on application under your organisation's
letterhead.

PHILIPS
more than 40 years' experience in transmission
N.V. PHILIPS' TELECOMMUNICATIE INDUSTRIE HILVERSUM, THE NETHERLANDS

767-E

an advertisement in Philips KEY CAPITALS series

for

short

FARINON

to

medium-haul

OFFERS

communications

SS2000

in

the

ALL-SOLID-STATE

2000-Mc

band

MICROWAVE

SS2000 Microwave has a capacity of up to 120 CCITT-conforming channels or equivalent loading within the 1700-2700-Mc/s
band, with a variety of standard deviation options permitting

Both Transmitter and Receiver: Integral duplexer in RF filter
circuitry. Hinged panels and plug-in units for complete accessibility. Built-in metering of switch-selected functions includ-

optimum performance for your specific application.

ing RF output and VSWR, with test-cord access to all circuit
test points. Together occupy only HVz" of vertical rack space.
Operate on 24 or 48-v dc or on 105-125/210-250-v, 50-65-cps

System Performance: Combined noise and distortion figure
of 22 dbrn C (16 dba) with 60-channel CCIR loading. RF system gain of 115 to 120 db with 30 db S/N for worst channel,

ac. May be operated with as little as 30 watts input.

depending on multiplexing arrangement.

Transmitter: Phase-modulation circuitry. Full 1-watt RF output. ±0.001% frequency stability without oven.

Receiver: Balanced twin-diode mixer. 11-db noise figure.
Spurious response down 70 db or more.

For complete details and applications engineering data,
and for information of standby
and transfer equipment and
other accessories, write to—

A single source of complete radio!multiplex systems.
Farinon

935 Washington Street

7735 Old Georgetown Road

San Carlos, Calif. 94070

Washington, D.C. 20014

(Area Code 415) 593-849
ELECTRIC

(Area Code 301) 657-4180

Farinon Electric of: Canada, Lid.
857 Oriy Avenue ■
Don/ai, P.Q.. Canada
(Area Code 514) 636-0974

You can get all
these 12 features in
only one 5/10 kw
AM transmitter
2
1

1 Solid state r-f exciter (± 5 cps guaranteed).
2 Solid state audio driver.
3 Solid state rectifiers.
4 Extended operating console for metering and
control.
5 Unequalled compactness—only 69" high, 67^"
wide, 32" deep.
6 No external power components.
7 Remote control circuits incorporated.

8 Designed for automatic operation.
9 Loading control of power output.
10 Automatic tuning of PA.
11 Variable vacuum capacitors in tuning and
loading.
12 All components accessible; easy maintenance.
It's Collins' new 820 E/F-i 5/iokw AM transmitter. Contact your nearest Collins Sales Office
for descriptive brochure.

COLLINS

COMMUNICATION/COMPUTATION/CONTROL
COLLINS RADIO CO., Dallas, Texas, U.S.A. □ Europe, Middle East and Africa Headquarters, Heathrow House, Bath Rd., Cranford, Middlesex, England.
MELBOURNE • PARIS • FRANKFURT • ROME • MEXICO CITY • BEIRUT • TORONTO • HONG KONG

Vxl2
CHANNEL FILTER
Carrier Telephone Terminal Equipment Application

Mechanical Filter
Direct Modulation Use
Extreme Stability
Inexpensive

m OTHER MECHANICAL FILTERS
RINGER FILTER (3,825 c/s)
• High selectivity

LOW FREQUENCY USE (120-6,000 c/s)
• Wide bandwidth

• High selectivity

• Non contacts

• Small and light weight
• Extreme stability

Patented in France, Federal Republic of Germany, Great Britain, U.S.A. and Japan

KOKUSAI ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
9, Nishikubo-Sakuragawa-cho, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan
Cable Address: SINESHIBA TOKYO

ATE radio telephones leap the gap
For areas where normal line and cable telephone
communications would not be geographically or
economically practicable, ATE—the pioneers of
radio telephones—have developed fully-automatic
low-cost systems which provide all the normal
dialling, supervisory and metering facilities which
manual and automatic public or private telephone
networks offer—entirely without wires. ATE Radio
Telephone Equipment is also ideally suited to many
unattended remote control, telemetering and alarm
applications.
ATE Radio Telephone Systems are all designed
for absolute reliability under the most arduous
conditions and in all climates. Because they operate
unattended and their installation and maintenance
costs are low, they are particularly economical in

difficult terrains. ATE has world-wide representatives, and a comprehensive systems planning,
surveying and installation service is available.

with full wire-system facilities
ATE 700 battery-operated radio telephone
The fully transistorised '700'-ideal for connecting isolated subscribers
—will run on one set of primary batteries for a year. It provides all
normal telephone facilities, including party-line, and operates in both
the high (150-184 Mc/s) and low (54-88 Mc/s) bands, with a
broad operating-ambient range (-20°C to + 55°C). When fitted with
appropriate signalling units, the '700' can be used for radio tie-line
and junction applications.
ATE 800 UHF/VHF single-channel system
Extreme versatility is provided by the '800' UHF/VHF system. The
equipment is contained in a single terminal rack and operates up to
500 Mc/s. Power output ranges from 6 to 150 watts, according to
requirements. The equipment is narrow-band apparatus, and highstability performance permits operation on adjacent channels 25 kc/s
apart. Normally the use of aerial diplexers permits single-aerial
operation. A full range of signalling units is available.
ATE 900 UHF/VHF multi-channel system
Specially designed for organisations operating short- or medium-

distance radio-telephone links between two or more locations, the
'900' is available with up to 12 channels. This UHF/VHF system can
be supplied for operation in the 156-184, 220-260 and 430-500 Mc/s
bands, with nominal output power from 5 watts as required. The
multiplex equipment is to full CCITT standards, fully transistorised,
with inbuilt 3825 c/s out-of-band signalling units, and providing
4W/2W speech circuit output terminations with E & M Convention
signalling. Separate universal relay sets are available.
ftural Radio Catalogue
For complete technical details of ATE Radio Telephone Systems
and ancillary equipment, send for the fully illustrated Rural Radio
Catalogue from AT& E (Bridgnorth) Limited, Bridgnorth, Shropshire,
England. Telex: 33373.

PLESSEY
Electronics
^PE(T)3

GATES

SSB

Transmitters

!

These are complete transmitters featuring the Gates
SG-70 sideband generator to provide two independent sidebands for AM, CW, MCW and FSK with an
external keyer.

ST-1A
1000-watt PEP/Average
2-32 mc
ST-3A
3000-watt PEP/Average
2-30 mc

ST-10A and ST-20A
10,000-watt PEP/Average

MITSUBISHI
MICROWAVE
ANTENNAS FOR
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Japan today has the second largest microwave network
in the world. Mitsubishi Electric, with the longest microwave antenna experience in Japan, has supplied 90% of
the antennas used in the trunk lines of this extensive
network. Mitsubishi antenna systems include parabolic,
scatter, horn reflector and radar types, as well as a complete line of wave guide components and accessories.
Frequencies from 900 Mc. to 24 KMc. are covered. The
horn reflector antenna MA 6040HR, shown left and specified below, is typical of the outstanding performance of
Mitsubishi microwave antennas. Full technical informa- z
tion on any of these types is available at your request.
Horn Reflector Antenna MA 6040HR
Frequency Range : 3,600 - 4,200Mc and 5,925 - 6,425Mc
Polarization : Vertical and Horizontal Plane
Gain over Isotropic Radiator : 41.2dB (H)
3,900Mc
41 5dB (V)
45.0dB (H)
6,100Mc
44.9dB (V)
Cross Polarization Discrimination : 65'dB minimum
Front to Back Ratio (over 90 degrees) : 65dB minimum
Guaranteed Wind Speed : 215Kmph (134 mph)
Net Weight : 2,000kg. (approx.)
VSWR : V 1.02 H 1.01 at 4,000Mc band
V 1.02 H 1.02 at 6,000Mc band
Waveguide and Fittings : 69mm I.D. Circular Waveguide

and
20,000-watt PEP/Average
2-30 mc

Gates SSB Transmitters . . . from 1KW to 20KW
PEP . . . have solid-state power supplies, provide
high-average power ratings and exceptional frequency stability in all operating modes. Two independent sidebands. Write for brochures.

NARRIS
INTERTYPE
CORPORATION

GATES

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC CORPORATION

GATES RADIO COMPANY • QUINCY, ILLINOIS 62302 U.S.A.

Head Office: Mitsubishi Denki Bldg., Marunouchi, Tokyo. Cable Address: MELCO TOKYO

A subsidiary of Harrislntertype Corporation

Marconi Self-Tuning H.F System
—the first in the world to be station
planned from input to output

MST

breakthrough
MST 1\ kW transmitter
H1100 series
An h.f linear amplifier transmitter for high-grade telecommunications.
Frequency range: H1100 and H1101, 4—27.5 Mc/s
H1102 and H1103, 2—27.5 Mc/s
Output power: 7—8 kW p.e.p, 5—6 kW c.w.
The H1100 series meets all CCIR Recommendations.

saves 85%
floor space

rugged
reliability

Transmitters can be mounted side by side
and back to back or against a wall; built-in
cooling fan; no external air-ducts. These
features lead to smaller, simpler, cheaper
buildings or more services in existing
buildings.

Stainless steel shafts in ball-bearings in
rigid machined castings; stainless steel
spur gears meshing with silicon bronze;
heavy r.f coil contacts with high contact
pressure—some examples of design features giving long term endurance and
operational reliability. Specified performance achieved with ample margins.

simplicity
R.F circuits have only three tuning controls
and two range switches. Final valve can be
replaced in 30 seconds. Miniature circuit
breakers (used! instead of fuses throughout) can be reset instantly. All subassemblies are easily tested because they
are electrically complete units.

self-tuning
Types H1101 and H1103, used with MST
drive equipment, give one-man control of
an entire transmitting station and continuous automatic aerial loading.

MANUAL TUNING
Manually tuned versions, types H1100 and
H1102, are available which, when fitted with
built-in drive units, become entirely selfcontained transmitters for four spot frequencies and all types of modulation.
Manual tuning takes less than 60 seconds.

Marconi telecommunications systems
The Marconi Company Limited, Communications Division, Chelmsford, Essex, England

LTD/HSO

NEC TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT

"CPC" Series TV Transmitters BAND II and III

CPC H-140A 6kW Television Transmitter

This article is the first of a series introducing the line of broadcast
equipment produced by Japan's oldest and largest manufacturer of
quality electronics, NIPPON ELECTRIC COMPANY.
Sold domestically and overseas, NEC television transmitters are used
today by more than 200 television stations, accounting for approximately 75% of the total used in Japan. Six models in the "CPC"

Additional Characteristics:
Frequency Range:
Input Polarity:
Input Impedance:
Input Level:
Carrier Pedestal Level:
Noise Level:
AC Power:

54-88/174-216 MC
Negative synch pulse
75 ohms, ±5 ohms
1—2.5 volts (p-p)
75%
Less than -50 db
200/220, 3-phase, 50/60 cps

Series are available in power ranges of 400 watts, 800 watts, 6, 10,
25, and 50 kW.
Frequency stabilized to within +500 cps, all requirements of International standards (CCIR) have been met. By making a simple field
modification, adjusting the differential gain in the video modulator, the
"CPC" Series transmitters can be used for color broadcasting. All components have been attractively arranged for simplicity, of operation,
rapid maintenance and space reduction. In addition, installation is rapid
and uncomplicated; unattended operation is possible with all models.
These models are available, in OIRT or FCC standards.

For more information about this and other NEC telecommunication equipment, write to:

Products for today—
Innovations for tomorrow

NEC
Nippon Electric Company Limited
P. 0. Box i. Takanawa,Tokyo, Japan

LM ERICSSON CROSSBAR for nationwide
telex network in CHILE
Recently, the Republic of Chile has decided to build a
modern national telex network using LM Ericsson's
Crossbar Systems.
The contract involves deliveries of 13 terminal exchanges
of together 660 subscriber lines and 4 transit exchanges
with a capacity of 500 lines. The equipment will in the
future carry international telex traffic via radio links and
cables.

L. M. ERICSSON TELEPHONE COMPANY
TELEPHONE EXCHANGE DIVISION

STOCKHOLM 32

SWEDEN

A NEW APPROACH
TO CHANNEL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Frederick Electronics' NEW Channel Performance Recorder, Model
1310, provides an accurately timed and printed analysis of telegraph signal distortion.

Accepts start-stop or synchronous signals at standard rates, 37.5 to
300 baud from conventional neutral or polar telegraph systems.
Provides long-term permanent record of overall
system performance.
A trouble-shooting aid — indicates amount and type of
distortion present.
Provides information on channel traffic loads.
Provides information on propagation conditions.
All solid state circuitry.
Designed for use in standard rack mounting.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE-

FEC

FREDERICK ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
HAYWARD ROAD, P.O. BOX 502, FREDERICK, MD. •

PHONE: 301-662-5901

INTERNATIONAL DIVISION
750 THIRD AVENUE, N.Y. 17, N.Y. CABLE ADDRESS: ARTROCKE

TELEIMPRESORES ELECTRONICOS . TELEIMPR
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SAGEM

- PARIS

T- I 3

SOCIÉTÉ D'APPLICATIONS GENERALES
D'ÉLECTRICITÉ ET DE MÉCANIQUE
6, AV. D'lENA - PARIS 16e - TÉL. : 553.62-50
CABLES : TÉLÉSAGEM - TÉLEX : 20-815

LAND,

SUBMARINE,

RADIO

AND

SPACE

CIT

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

MANAGEMENT —
PRODUCTION —
DISTRIBUTION —
facts and figures always at hand with
CIT DATA TRANSMISSION
EQUIPMENT
— simple and easy operation
maintenance

and

— conform with CCITT recommendations
— high reliability and fidelity insured
by an automatic error detection
and correction system
— alternate automatic transmission
and reception on ordinary switched-network circuits
TD 200+ARQ: 200 bauds
TD 1200+ARQ: 600 and 1200 bauds
— unattended service
— automatic speed-switching
cording to circuit conditions

ac-

associated with:
— punched tape
— magnetic tape
— punched-printed tape
— punched card
input-outputs
— or computer peripheral facilities
Enquiries
CIT — COMPAGNIE INDUSTRIELLE
DES TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Departement Transmission
Division Information
Centre de Villarceaux
91 - NOZAY (France)
Tel. 920.88.90

COMPAGNIE GENERALE D'ELECTRICITE

CIT-COMPAGNIE INDUSTRIELLE DES TELECOMMUNICATIONS

NEW G.E.C. RANGE OF

SEMICONDUCTORED
MICROWAVE SYSTEMS

2000 Mc/s Transmitter/Receiver Rack

6000 Mc!s Transmitter/Receiver Rack.

TYPE SPO 5504 for main line systems.
Maximum capacity 960 speech circuits or TV.
Operates in the 1700-1900 Mc/s and 1900-2300
Mc/s frequency bands. Completely semiconductored. The associated auxiliary radio
channel and multi-RF protection switching
equipment is fully transistored.

TYPE SPO 5558 for main line systems. Capacity
1800 speech circuits or TV. Operates in the
frequency band 5925-6425 Mc/s. Semiconductored
apart from a travelling wave amplifier output stage
which is retained and provides a 10 watt output.
Fully transistored associated auxiliary radio
channel and multi-RF protection switching
equipment.

7500 Mc/s Repeater Rack
TYPE SPO 5575 for spur routes and lightly
loaded main routes. Operates in the 7500 Mc/s
frequency band; provides up to 300 speech
circuits. The equipment is completely semiconductored. A twin-path both way repeater is
packaged on one rack, complete with
switching, engineers order wire and remote
alarm equipment.

The new range of microwave systems in production at G.E.C. makes maximum use of semiconductor techniques; building into the equipment the increased reliability and reduced maintenance qualities inherent in
these devices. The greatly reduced power consumption of semiconductored equipment offers further major
advantages, particularly to unattended stations in remote areas. Three systems of varying capacities are
in current production and these are described above. El Salvador, Norway, United Kingdom and Zambia have
ordered these systems. Write for further details and learn for yourself why these administrations have chosen
G.E.C. semiconductored equipment.

All equipments accord with
C.C.I.R. recommendations.
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